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Dear WASC Visiting Committee:

On behalf of our students, parents, teachers, and staff, it is with great pleasure that I welcome
you to South Hills Academy. Since our last self-study, we have made many changes and
improvements in our efforts to continue to accomplish the mission and vision of our school. For
over 60 years, we have been a school that families have trusted and delivered in raising,
educating, and nurturing children for the future.
I would like to express my sincere gratitude and appreciation to our community members who
have contributed to this valuable accreditation process. It is their genuine commitment and
persistent dedication to all of our students that continues to be an overarching banner at South
Hills Academy.
Despite the unusual circumstances and the visit being held virtually, we are going to strive to be
able to share the school’s culture, the beautiful campus, and the wonderful people that make
our school a place we call home. We welcome the visiting committee and look forward to
working with you to uphold our school motto of “Learners Today, Leaders Tomorrow”.
Sincerely,

Emmanuel Lacoste
Head of Schools
South Hills Academy
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Preface
Since the WASC mid-term review, South Hills Academy has undergone several major changes
including but not limited to: student population, administration, personnel, and curriculum,
instruction, and assessment. The WASC self-study process has been designed and enhanced
through collaboration between faculty, staff, students, and parents. Without the support of the
entire SHA community, the outcomes of this self-study could not have been accomplished.
South Hills Academy used a variety of methods to collect input from many community
members.
● Principal’s Coffee is held on the 2nd Tuesday of every month from 7:30 to 8:30 a.m.. This
is an open event for parents and staff to participate in conversations about anything
happening at South Hills Academy.
● SHA Community Evening Meeting is held on the second Wednesday of every month at
6:00 p.m. and is open to every member of the school community. This meeting is to
discuss anything happening at South Hills Academy.
● SHA Administrator Meetings are held every other Wednesday morning. This meeting is
for department heads to discuss issues related to the overall management of the school.
● The Principal’s Advisory Committee (PAC) meets bi-monthly to discuss various topics,
concerns, and activities related to SHA academics and student culture. Head of school,
principals and coordinators attend the meetings.
● Faculty Meetings held weekly to discuss and communicate school related issues.
● Working Lunch informal meetings with faculty and administrators over school-provided
lunch to discuss various issues as needed (very casual conversation tone).
● Parent Teacher Committee (PTC) is held monthly and led by parents to discuss issues
and activities related to SHA.
● Student Leadership meetings held weekly with a focus on student activity and school
culture.
● Pizza with the Principal is an opportunity for students to have an informal gathering
with the elementary, middle school or high school principal to discuss school-related
issues.
● School Board Meetings held bi-annually to discuss the governance of SHA.
● Electronic surveys sent on an as-needed basis throughout the school year.
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Faculty meetings, in-service days, and early release days during the 2019-2020 school year were
dedicated to discussing the WASC self-study, gathering data, and collecting evidence to support
the claims. Home groups and committees were created to focus on specific areas of interaction
and tasked with creating chapters of the self-study. Based on the findings, an overall action
plan was developed by a combination of staff, faculty, and the leadership team. From here,
each committee leader wrote the initial draft of their section for the self-study. While SHA has
many strengths, as a committee we decided to focus the self-study report on the areas of
improvement to focus on creating a simple to follow long-term action plan.
During the 2019-2020 school year, the entire school staff also reviewed the school’s mission
and vision statements and the student learning outcomes. The ESLOs were adopted by the
current school board when the school was purchased. These ESLOs are revisited and reviewed
at the beginning of each academic year. The current ESLOs have not changed since our last
WASC visit, but the descriptions have been slightly revised.
In March 2020, the Covid pandemic resulted in emergency actions across California and the U.S.
Because of stay at home orders, SHA was granted an extension for the completion of the WASC
self-study and rescheduled its visit to January 2021. With this extension, a new timeline was
created and newly hired teachers had the opportunity to review the WASC self-study. During
this time, the WASC coordinator Jeremy Ebbink was replaced by Geri Oka.
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South Hills Academy
Student/Community Profile and
Supporting Data and Findings
Chapter 1
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General Background and History
History and Community
South Hills Academy (SHA) was established in 1957 as a private Christian K-8 school. From 1957
to 1990 the school was under the direction of Doctor Thomas. In 1990 the Sun family purchased
the school and maintained ownership until January 2012. From 2012 to 2014, TIPS Academia
Inc. and NACE then owned and operated TIPS South Hills Academy for two years. In October
2014, Fame Sky took ownership of South Hills Academy. In 2014, SHA added a college
preparatory program restructuring the school from a K-8th to a K-12th institution.
Since 1957, SHA has enjoyed an outstanding reputation for both academics and character
development. During the economic recession in 2008, SHA experienced a drop in enrollment to
112 students.
Currently, SHA serves approximately 375 students that are divided into local and international
study-body. The vast majority of students come from the surrounding areas of West Covina,
but a few travel as far as 50 miles to attend SHA. The international student body is made up of
over 20 nationalities across the school, with China representing the majority. In general,
student numbers are evenly distributed across elementary, middle and high schools. While SHA
has a slightly higher female population, the school has a fairly balanced gender population.
Based on student and parent feedback, and staff experience, South Hills Academy does not
have issues with relationship to race or ethnicity.
Since the 2014 WASC visit, SHA has had several major changes:
●
●
●
●
●
●

New Head of School
International recruitment to include South America, Europe, Asia, and Africa
Increased high school enrollment
Standards-based grading system
Projects Based Learning with a focus on cross-curricular teaching and learning
Parent-Teacher Committee (PTC)
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The biggest adaptation for SHA has been the response to Covid 19 in the Spring of 2020. Like
most schools, SHA had to adapt to the situation quickly by:
●
●
●
●

Transitioning to 100% online classes (March 16, 2019)
Implementation of learning pods on campus
Summer learning pods
Hybrid model of online and on campus classes

SHA has also developed several business relationships to help enhance its educational
programs through:
● Learners Today, Leaders Tomorrow - a nonprofit dedicated to 21st century skills
● PUMA Sports apparel - sponsorship of sporting events
● GMC Sales Upland - sponsorship of sporting events
● Domestic BBQ - school supporter
● The Movement Dance Troupe - dance program development
● Charter Oaks Gymnastics - Gymnastics Program Development
● Lobos FC Soccer Club - Soccer Program Development

Accreditation History
South Hills Academy applied and was accepted to be a candidate for a dual accreditation with
WASC and ACSI. The initial visit took place in April of 2006. In 2009, WASC received and
reviewed the on-site midterm review. The report indicated that the school had given
appropriate attention to the critical areas for follow-up established by the previous visiting
committee in 2006. SHA accreditation was reaffirmed through the end of the six-year term
ending in 2012. In 2012, South Hills Academy was acquired by TIPS South Hills Academia Inc.
and changed its name to TIPS South Hills Academy. With the change of ownership came new
school governance, a change in curriculum, and new members of the WASC team. TIPS
Academica Inc led the 6-year accreditation visit in 2014 and SHA was granted a 6-year
accreditation with a midterm review.
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School Purpose
Vision Statement
South Hill Academy provides quality education to prepare students to be well-rounded citizens
with a Biblical worldview who will be successful leaders in their community.
Mission Statement
South Hill Academy seeks to develop a Christ-centered atmosphere that enables students to
become socially engaged, effective communicators, and critical thinkers in a global setting.
Expected Schoolwide Learner Outcomes
Christ-Centered
SHA students will strive to exhibit character that is consistent with the teachings of Christ.
Effective Communicators
SHA students will be able to read, write, listen and speak effectively in a variety of situations.
Socially Engaged
SHA students will learn to respect the rights and values of others, understand and appreciate
diversity, build positive relationships, and assume responsibility for making beneficial
contributions to their community.
Critical Thinkers
SHA students will successfully navigate new information, make informed decisions, solve
problems, resolve conflicts, and continue to discover the truth.
Global Citizens
SHA students will help take care of our world, promote peace, mutual respect and
understand that the world is made up of different cultures.
Commentary
During the self-study process, the administration and staff have edited or revised several
descriptors of the school: purpose, belief, vision, mission and definitions of schoolwide learner
outcomes.
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Demographic Data
Enrollment
Grade Level

2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

K

20

30

18

17

16

26

1

14

17

22

16

16

21

2

17

13

9

17

17

13

3

15

18

15

13

16

22

4

18

19

15

14

12

17

5

8

22

14

16

13

13

Total E

92

119

93

93

90

112

6

11

12

19

13

18

15

7

14

9

11

22

13

23

8

12

16

22

16

19

24

Total MS

37

37

52

51

50

62

9

5

8

3

11

16

11

10

0

6

15

11

12

19

11

0

1

9

25

17

15

12

0

0

4

10

24

20

Total HS

5

15

31

57

69

65

Total

134

171

176

201

209

239
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As the middle school and high school have grown, the middle school population has maintained an
average percentage of the entire academy population of approximately 25%. However, the addition
of the high school has had the most impact on the population, and now it is also approximately 25%
of the academy. In the past three years, many of the improvements and enhancements have been
geared towards middle and high schools. Designing curriculum, instruction, and assessment has
been an ongoing process to provide a model that prepares students for college and beyond.

Gender
(Number of Students)
Level

2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

M

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

K

14

16

9

9

6

11

9

7

16

10

1

10

7

8

14

10

6

7

9

10

11

2

7

6

5

5

7

10

10

7

5

8

3

9

9

7

8

7

6

6

10

11

11

4

10

9

8

7

8

6

6

6

6

11

5

13

9

7

7

10

7

6

7

7

6

E
Total

63

56

44

50

48

46

44

46

55

57

6

5

7

10

9

7

6

11

7

7

6

7

7

2

3

8

12

10

9

4

11

12

8

8

8

11

11

8

8

11

8

10

12

MS
Total

20

17

24

28

27

24

31

19

28

30

9

6

2

1

1

4

7

8

8

6

4

10

4

2

14

2

7

4

5

7

9

10

11

0

1

6

3

22

3

10

7

7

8

F
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12

0

0

3

0

7

3

21

3

12

8

HS

10

5

24

6

40

17

44

25

34

30

Total

93

78

92

84

115

187

119

90

117

117

Gender populations have not played a large role at South Hills Academy.

Domestic and International
(Number of Students)
Level

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

D

I

D

I

D

I

D

I

D

I

K

30

0

18

0

16

0

16

0

25

0

1

17

0

22

0

16

1

16

0

20

0

2

12

1

10

0

17

0

17

0

13

0

3

16

2

14

1

13

0

16

0

19

1

4

19

0

15

1

14

0

12

0

14

0

5

18

4

14

1

14

2

13

0

12

0

Elementary Total

112

7

93

3

90

3

90

0

103

1

6

9

3

15

4

13

0

14

4

14

1

7

8

1

9

2

16

6

13

0

16

5

8

8

8

11

10

9

7

15

4

22

1

MS Total

25

12

35

16

38

13

42

8

52

7

9

2

6

0

3

2

9

9

8

2

8

10

0

6

2

14

0

11

1

11

10

8

11

0

1

0

9

3

22

0

17

3

12

17
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12

0

0

1

3

1

9

3

20

2

18

HS Total

2

13

3

29

6

51

13

56

17

46

Total

139

22

131

48

134

67

145

64

172

54

While international enrollment in elementary and middle schools has decreased, the number of
international students in high school has shown a steady increase in numbers. This data is vital
in meeting the growing needs of students wherein the addition of English Language Learner
(ELL) courses and support classes have been added to help students in coping with various
courses in high school. The counselor has also been a source of support for the high school
students in mapping out their high school and college goals. With the physical absence of their
parents, the international students rely heavily on the guidance, advice, and support of the
school’s guidance counselor and teachers both academically and emotionally.

Primary Language
Elementary
Language

2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

English

68

68

77

64

76

81

73

78

78

88

98

88

Chinese

11

11

21

18

11

12

9

9.5

3

3

8

7

Hindi

4

4

3

3

0

0

3

3

0

0

0

0

Spanish

12

12

15

13

5

5

9

9.5

8

9

5

4

Tagalog

5

5

4

3

2

2

0

0

0

0

1

0.9

Non-English

31

31

43

36

18

19

21

22

11

12

14

12

Middle School
Language

English

2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

19

53

17

46

28

54

32

63

38

76

49

79
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Chinese

11

31

16

43

19

36

16

31

8

16

6

10

Hindi

2

5

1

3

2

4

1

2

1

2

0

0

Japanese

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

Spanish

2

5

3

8

2

4

2

4

3

6

7

11

Tagalog

2

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Non-English

17

46

20

54

24

46

19

37

12

24

13

21

High School
Language

2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

English

0

0

1

7

1

3

2

4

22

34

14

21

Cambodian

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Chinese

5

100

13

87

28

93

48

86

38

58

40

62

Laos

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

3

Spanish

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

1

2

5

8

Tagalog

0

0

1

7

1

3

1

2

1

2

0

0

Vietnamese

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

7

3

5

4

6

Non-English

5

100

14

93

29

97

54

96

43

66

51

79

Entire Academy
Language

English

2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

87

62

95

55

105

60

107

%
53

2018-2019

2019-2020

N

%

N

%

138

68

161

67
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Cambodian

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Chinese

27

19

50

29

58

33

73

36

49

24

54

23

Hindi

6

4

4

2

2

1

4

2

1

0.5

0

0

Japanese

0

0

0

0

1

0.5

0

0

0

0

0

0

Laos

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

1

Spanish

14

10

18

10

7

4

12

6

12

6

17

7

Tagalog

7

5

5

3

3

2

1

1

1

0.5

1

0.4

Vietnamese

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

2

3

1

4

2

Non-English

54

38

77

45

71

40

94

47

66

32

78

33

In middle school, Chinese speakers reached a high of 43% in 2015-2016. Although the
percentage has gone down, the number of non-English speakers is at rate as with high school
wherein added support would be beneficial in order to ensure student success. To
accommodate student needs, ELL classes were added to the middle and high school schedules.
Depending on English proficiency, international students attend ELL and/or English support.
Those attending English support were not required to take a Foreign Language (Spanish)
course.
South Hills Academy teachers employed a combination of differentiated instruction and ELL
teaching methods within each classroom. Because some teachers did not have experience in
teaching non-English speaking students, various training and materials were provided during
orientation and professional training days.
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English Language Learners
Grade
Level

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

K

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

1

0

0%

0

0%

1

6%

0

0%

0

0%

2

1

8%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

3

2

10%

1

7%

0

0%

0

0%

1

5%

4

0

0%

1

7%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

5

4

20%

1

7%

2

13%

0

0%

0

0%

Total E

7

6%

3

3%

3

3%

0

0%

1

1%

6

3

25%

4

2%

0

0%

4

22%

1

7%

7

1

11%

2

2%

6

27%

0

0%

5

22%

8

8

50%

10

45%

7

44%

4

21%

1

4%
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Total
MS

12

32%

16

31%

13

25%

8

16%

7

11%

9

6

75%

3

100%

9

82%

9

56%

8

73%

10

6

100%

14

93%

11

91%

11

92%

9

47%

11

1

100%

9

100%

22

88%

17

100%

12

80%

12

0

0%

3

75%

9

90%

20

83%

18

90%

Total HS

13

87%

29

94%

51

89%

57

83%

47

72%

Total

22

13%

48

27%

67

33%

65

31%

55

23%

South Hills Academy strives to develop strong reading, writing, speaking and listening skills
among all its students. International students need special attention in the area of language
development. As a college preparatory school, SHA students plan to attend competitive schools
which makes English proficiency a major goal and challenge. To help students achieve, SHA
offers three ELL levels, a reading proficiency class and developmental writing. Some native
speakers are also placed in reading proficiency and developmental writing classes to improve
their overall academic success. Certain classes now require English prerequisite levels and U.S.
History for international students was designed to meet the needs of our international students
who have not developed a foundational knowledge of the subject. The ELL curriculum and
instruction is a continuous area of development especially with the growing diversity in
international students that SHA is experiencing.

Focused Programs in High School
Number of programs offered
Grade Level

2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

Online

0

0

250

250

Honors

3

11

8

0

AP

1

5

8

7
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AP Biology
AP Calculus
AB

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

AP Calculus
BC
AP
Chemistry

*

*

AP Chinese

*

AP
Computer
Science

*

AP
Geography

*

AP Physics

*

*

*

AP
Psychology

*

AP Spanish

*

AP US
History

*

*

Number and percentage of students who participate in focused programs
A = AP (Advanced Placement)
H = Honors
O = Online Instruction
Grade
Level

#

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

A

A

H

A

H

A

H

3

4

5

1

0

H
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9

%

27.3%

25%

31.2%

9.1%

0

#

1

2

5

3

4

7

0

%

6.7%

18.2%

45.5%

25%

33.3%

36.8%

0

#

3

1

17

21

12

13

6

0

%

33.3%

11.1%

68%

84%

70.6%

76.5%

40%

0

#

7

8

22

16

16

0

%

70%

80%

91.7%

66.7%

80%

0

10

11

12

#

4

1

26

37

41

38

30

0

%

12.9%

3.2%

45.6%

65%

59.4%

55.1%

46.2%

0

Total

Since the high school at South Hills Academy operates on a semester schedule with block
periods and because it is a relatively small school, the Advanced Placement offerings now
alternate approximately every other year so that any student has the option to select from all
the AP courses offered every two years. SHA students also have the option of taking A.P.
courses online using our APEX platform. This year, SHA was accepted to the AP Capstone
program.
In the 2016-2017 school year, South Hills Academy offered its first AP course and qualified
students had the option to designate certain courses as “honors.” The population was not large
enough to have separate college preparatory and honors classes, so when a student opted for
“honors” with administrative approval, the teacher for that course differentiated assignments
and instruction to allow that student to complete honors-level course work receiving honors
credit. This practice continued into the next school year. (At this time, this practice is being
reviewed.)
SHA’s semester system allows students to complete a full-credit course. To accomplish this,
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SHA uses a block schedule with students attending class for 90-minutes daily which provides
students with over 120 hours of face-to-face instruction. A.P. courses use a 90-minute block
schedule that meets every other day for the entire length of the academic school year.

Attendance
Average Daily Rate of Attendance
Grade
Level

2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

20192020*

K

95.46%

95.52%

93.18%

93.55%

1

95.68%

96.2%

94.35%

93.14%

2

95.95%

94.89%

96.31%

93.78%

3

97.08%

94.68%

94.74%

96.14%

4

96.36%

95.75%

95.94%

94.74%

5

96.28%

97.28%

97.59%

90.79%

Total E

96.13%

95.72%

95.35%

93.69%
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6

95.81%

96.98%

97.16%

96.17%

7

95.26%

96.08%

98.27%

95.87%

8

93.23%

95.19%

94.54%

97.43%

Total MS

94.76%

96.08%

96.66%

96.49%

9

99.22%

92.34%

91.21%

96.71%

10

93.82%

88.3%

91.94%

94.04%

11

92.53%

87.11%

91.27%

93.32%

12

93.49%

84.48%

83.95%

92.41%

Total HS

94.76%

88.06%

89.59%

94.12%

Total

95.21%

93.29

93.15%

94.16%

Based on data, South Hills Academy has a very positive attendance rate across the school.
Teachers contact parents if there are two consecutive days of absence or if there is a pattern of
attendance concern. Taking daily attendance is part of each teacher’s daily class routine.

Co-Curricular Activities
Percentage of eligible students participating in co-curricular activities
2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

#

#

%

#

%

10

11%

16

14%

-

-

7

6%

Elementary Board
Games

7

8%

7

6%

Elementary Chess

5

6%

-

-

%

%

Elementary Art
Elementary
Basketball

-

-

-
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Elementary Chinese
Language

5

6%

10

9%

Elementary Cooking

25

28%

16

14%

Elementary
Computers/Coding

43

48%

-

-

Elementary
Computer Games

-

-

11

10%

N/A

N/A

7

6%

Elementary
Homework Help

51

57%

33

29%

Elementary Karate

2

2%

-

-

Elementary Legos

-

-

7

6%

Elementary Math
Tutoring

7

8%

8

7%

Elementary Music

8

9%

-

-

Elementary Public
Speaking

-

-

3

3%

Elementary Robotics

-

-

10

9%

Elementary Science
Wizards

27

30%

11

10%

Elementary Soccer

-

-

12

11%

Elementary STEAM

6

7%

-

-

Elementary - Total

90

100%

63

56%

N/A

N/A

8

13%

14

23%

26

42%

Elementary Dance

Middle School Cheer

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Middle School
Leadership
Middle School Sports

19

38%
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High School A Capella

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

7

10%

8

12%

High School Dance

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

10

15%

6

19%

12

21%

9

13%

19

29%

13

19%

18

28%

High School
Leadership
High School Sports

In the 2018-2019 school year, SHA started to offer free after school programs for students
Monday to Friday from 3:30 to 5:00 p.m. A variety of classes were offered, ranging from
homework club, art, music, sports and many others. Other classes such as cooking were
offered with a supply fee. A majority of offerings were free of charge with daily attendance
averaging 60 students.
Sports has always been a part of SHA. Students in 6th to 8th grade were able to participate in
various sports. Practices and games continue to go on by season for football, basketball,
soccer, volleyball, and baseball.

School Facilities
South Hills Academy has a purpose-built campus that sits on a 1.5-acre land. The campus is fully
enclosed with a combination of a chain-link fence and brick wall. The building was originally
built as a single floor. In the 1980s, a second two-story building was added and a swimming
pool. The campus includes the following:
● Main office with a waiting area, a front desk, six private offices, a health room, a copy
center, a small staff lounge, and a conference room
● 33 classrooms
● Chapel
● Science laboratory
● Counseling office and college and career center
● Dance studio
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Kitchen classroom
Cafeteria with full kitchen
Staff lounge
Kindergarten playground
Elementary playground
Outdoor basketball court
Soccer field
Swimming pool
Locker rooms
Elementary Library
Preschool with playground

The campus is secured with a fence around the entire perimeter which has six locked gates.
Gates are secured with an electronic keypad, locks or chains with padlocks. Electronic key
codes are changed on a regular basis. During the 2019-2020 school year, all door locks were
replaced and new fire doors were installed.
South Hills Academy is protected with 10 security cameras and an alarm system. The alarm
system has four panels and is directly connected to the security company. Alarm codes are only
shared with maintenance and school administration heads.
SHA employs three maintenance personnel and a one-night time custodial worker to maintain
the campus and facilities. The night custodian is diligent and meticulous in cleaning all rooms
especially restrooms to an outstanding level and wipes every working surface with disinfectant
every night. The maintenance crew steam-cleans the carpets and waxes the floor three times
per year. A recent teacher survey was sent and the results are below:
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SHA facilities meet the school’s needs. A student survey this school year shows that
approximately 40% of students agree or strongly agree that the technology on campus is
adequate, and about 30% of students have a neutral opinion.

Staff
2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020
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Number of Classified Staff

17

17

17

17

17

Number of Certificated
Staff

28

28

32

32

24

Number of Counselors

1

1

1

1

1

Number of Substitutes
Teachers

5

5

5

5

5

Average Total Number of
Years in Education

No Data

No Data

8

10

10

Teacher Attendance Rate

No Data

No Data

93%+

94%+

88%+

The number of staff at SHA is adequate to meet the needs of its families and students. At SHA,
the average student to teacher ratio is 15 to 1, although in high school, the student to teacher
ratio is averaging 6 to 1. Constant re evaluation is being made to further enhance the programs
at SHA which requires more personnel and resources. An example of this is the added staff
hired for Abeka phonics reading program for Kindergarten to 2nd grade students, a dance
teacher to broaden the physical education choices for students, and another front desk person
to alleviate the responsibilities of the receptionist and better serve our families.

Staff Professional Development
Year

Program

Participants
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Last 6 years Teacher Induction

6 teachers

2020

SafeSchools Classroom Safety Course

All staff

2020

CPR & First Aid (Yearly)

All staff

2020

Concept Rich Math

1 teacher

2020

SafeSchools Disruptive Student Behavior Course

All staff

2020

SafeSchools General Safety Orientation Course

All staff

2020

SafeSchools Bloodborne Pathogen Exposure
Prevention (Full Course - California) Course

All staff

2020

SafeSchools Sexual Harassment Policy and
Prevention (California AB1825 Full) Course

All staff

2020

Stop the Bleed emergency response training

42 Participants

2020

“The Trauma-Informed School” by The Diagnostic Counselor
Center of Southern California

2020

Colorado Aqueduct Inspection Trip

1 teacher

Improve School Technology

1 staff member

2019

Active Shooter Training

Schoolwide Staff and
Optional Parents

2019

Project-Based Learning for Middle School

2 teachers

2019

AP Capstone training by College Board

1 teacher

2019

Jostens Renaissance Conference

4 teachers

2019

Brain-Based Learning

2 teachers

2019

California Next Generation Science Standards

1 teacher

2019

Formative Assessments

1 teacher

2019

Technology for Administrators

1 administrator

2018

CareerTrack Seminar: Human Resources

1 staff member

2018

Big History Project- Bill and Melinda Gates

2 Teachers

2019-2020
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Foundation

South Hills Academy has used three major staff professional development programs to enhance
teaching and instruction:
● Critical Friends - peer to peer critique
● Learning Walks- informal teacher observation by teachers
● Professional Learning Communities- subject-specific collaboration
Other areas of focus have included standards-based grading, skills-based assessment, strategies
for block schedule instruction, development of community service, and project-based learning
with a focus on cross-curricular units.
South Hills Academy participates in a wide variety of professional development. Besides
attending workshops or in-house training, teachers also share relevant articles on various topics
related to education, teaching and learning. As indicated in the teacher perception survey,
teachers feel the necessity to participate in even more professional development training.
Dedicated time in faculty meetings and a detailed plan for the school year covering various
topics will be implemented to incorporate development in areas of teaching and personal
professional achievement.

Student Outcome Data
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TerraNova Test Results 2015-2016
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The test results for the TerraNova test of the school year 2015-2016 show that South Hills
Academy students performed slightly to significantly better than students across the nation in
every subject area. SHA students did not underperform in any grade level.
The year after, South Hills Academy used Illuminate for testing purposes until the first quarter
of 2018. Illuminate allows teachers to create assessments using question banks, based on
grade level, subject, difficulty and DOK levels. Despite its advantages, Illuminate however,
lacked quality data and was not able to guarantee a lack of bias as a teacher-created
assessment. To improve external assessment, SHA has decided to implement NWEA MAP
testing during the 2020-2021 school year with a five-year commitment. SHA believes that the
MAP adaptive testing system will provide greater accuracy on our student's performance levels.
The MAP test is also more compatible with SHA’s new placement philosophy by ability level
instead of grade level in subjects such as English, Math, and Spanish. MAP will be administered
at least twice a year and will be used to measure individual student’s growth during the
academic school year.

Illuminate Benchmark Test Data
Language Arts/English - Entire Academy
2017-2018

2018-2019

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 1

Exceeding
Standards

23

22

23

28

Meeting
Standards

38

53

41

21

Approaching
Standards

19

37

20

16

Below

43

41

25

37

Quarter 2

Quarter 3
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Standards
Median

App.
Standards

App.
Standards

Meeting
Standards

App.
Standards

Language Arts - Elementary
2017-2018

2018-2019

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 1

Exceeding
Standards

17

21

21

28

Meeting
Standards

31

36

24

16

Approaching
Standards

7

21

6

13

Below
Standards

5

8

8

30

Meeting
Standards

Meeting
Standards

Meeting
Standards

Meeting
Standards

Median

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

English - Middle School
2017-2018

2018-2019

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Exceeding
Standards

3

0

2

Meeting
Standards

5

12

18

Approaching
Standards

9

15

14

Below
Standards

31

23

17

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3
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Median

Below
Standards

App.
Standards

App.
Standards

English - High School
2017-2018

2018-2019

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Exceeding
Standards

3

1

0

Meeting
Standards

2

5

5

Approaching
Standards

3

1

3

Below
Standards

7

8

7

App.
Standards

Below
Standards

App.
Standards

Median

Quarter 3

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Math - Entire Academy
2017-2018

2018-2019

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 1

Exceeding
Standards

58

63

39

5

Meeting
Standards

43

49

39

6

Approaching
Standards

15

16

11

7

Below

10

10

19

15

Quarter 2

Quarter 3
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Standards
Median

Meeting
Standards

Meeting
Standards

Meeting
Standards

App.
Standards

Math - Elementary
2017-2018

2018-2019

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 1

Exceeding
Standards

31

44

25

5

Meeting
Standards

16

31

21

6

Approaching
Standards

4

10

4

7

Below
Standards

4

4

7

15

Exceeding
Standards

Meeting
Standards

Meeting
Standards

App.
Standards

Median

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Math - Middle School
2017-2018

2018-2019

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Exceeding
Standards

11

19

14

Meeting
Standards

16

18

18

Approaching
Standards

11

6

7

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3
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Below
Standards
Median

6

6

12

Meeting
Standards

Meeting
Standards

Meeting
Standards

Math - High School
2017-2018

2018-2019

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Exceeding
Standards

16

20

22

Meeting
Standards

11

7

4

Approaching
Standards

0

Below
Standards

0
Exceeding
Standards

Exceeding
Standards

Median

Exceeding
Standards

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

The results in Illuminate did not give the teachers a concrete base to determine the individual
levels of each student. The advantage of the teachers having the ability to choose test
questions became a disadvantage because random items or standards teachers felt confident in
were what some teachers used to create the test. Although Illuminate impresses on the ease in
creating a benchmark test, it still became an added item for teachers to do.
Bringing MAP testing to South Hills Academy is a huge effort that should help to remove
teacher bias from the assessments used to evaluate student progress. MAP test data is also
automatically recorded and saved, making long term data analysis easier while reducing the
teachers’ burden of data entry and interpretation.
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Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) Results
2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

Total Mean

1284

1121

1112

ERW Mean

591

470

449

Math Mean

693

651

663

Total Median

1350

1120

1090

ERW Median

610

475

430

Math Median

700

665

680

Based on the data, SHA students perform better in Math than in English.

Advanced Placement (AP) Test Results
Total
2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

Number of
1 Scores

28

21

21

Number of
2 Scores

12

14

14

Number of
3 Scores

5

7

7
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Number of
4 Scores

4

2

2

Number of
5 Scores

1

13

19

Total
Number of
Exams

50

57

63

1.76

2.51

3.4

1

2

1

Mean
Score
Median
Score

Annually, roughly the same amount of students participate in the same number of AP exams.
Over the course of the last three years, SHA has seen a consistent rise to its AP averages. A rise
in score could be attributed to a combination of factors such as year-long AP class versus the
previous semester with extended study hall for the second semester.

Post-Enrollment Data
College Enrollment
As of June 2020, 100 % of SHA graduates have been accepted to post-secondary schools.
College attendance rate of SHA students
2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

#

%

#

%

#

%

3

75%

10

100%

24

100%
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College Admissions 2016-2017
Number of
College
Admission
Offerings
1

Colleges Offering Admissions with
Ranking

NR - Cal Poly Pomona

Colleges Enrolled with Ranking

NR - Cal Poly Pomona

College Admissions 2017-2018
Number of
College
Admission
Offerings

Colleges Offering Admissions with
Ranking

21

34 - University of California, Santa
Barbara
36 - University of California, Irvine
46 - University of Wisconsin - Madison
54 - Syracuse University
57 - Pennsylvania State University
57 - Purdue University
62 - University of Washington
64 - Loyola Marymount University
84 - University of California, Santa
Cruz
91 - University of California, Riverside
97 - University of San Francisco
104 - University of California, Merced
121 - University of Tulsa
132 - University of La Verne
228 - Azusa Pacific University

Colleges Enrolled with Ranking

57 - Purdue University
62 - University of Washington
91 - UC Riverside
97 - University of San Francisco
228 - Azusa Pacific University
Not Nationally Ranked
Cal Poly Pomona
Santa Monica College

Not Nationally Ranked
Ashland University
Cal Poly Pomona
Hawaii Pacific University
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
San Francisco State University
Suffolk University
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College Admissions 2018-2019
Number of
College
Admission
Offerings

Colleges Offering Admissions with
Ranking

Colleges Enrolled with Ranking

20 - University of California, Los
Angeles
36 - University of California, Irvine
37 - University of California, San Diego
39 - University of California, Davis
40 - Northeastern University
70 - University of Minnesota
79 - University at Buffalo, SUNY
84 - University of California, Santa
Cruz
91 - Miami University, Oxford
91 - Stony Brook University, SUNY
91 - University of California, Riverside
91 - University of San Diego
97 - University of Denver
97 - University of San Francisco
117 - University of Arizona
132 - University of Illinois, Chicago
166 - Rutgers University

36 - University of California, Irvine
39 - University of California, Davis
40 - Northeastern University
70 - University of Minnesota
84 - University of California, Santa
Cruz
91 - University of California, Riverside
91 - University of San Diego
117 - University of Arizona
132 - University of Illinois, Chicago
166 - Rutgers University
Not Nationally Ranked
Irvine Valley College
La Sierra University
Mt. San Antonio College
Orange Coast Community College
San Francisco State University

Not Nationally Ranked
Cal Poly Pomona
La Sierra University
San Francisco State University
University of Waterloo

SHA high school students’ college acceptance has been impressive. For the last two years,
students have had a college attendance rate of 100%. As noted above, the list of college
admissions include many universities and colleges that are to be proud of. This data is going to
be displayed as an inspiration and encouragement to all high school students. Students will
also have a “target” college and will work closely with the counselor to ensure that their
courses are aligned to college admission requirements.
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Perception Data
Students
Based on student surveys and discussion, elementary, middle school and high school students
believe that the SHA faculty help them develop schoolwide learning outcomes.
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Based on the survey and conversation with students, SHA offers a friendly caring and secure
environment. The teachers and students have positive relationships, a strong sense of
community among students of all grade levels, positive interactions across a variety of
schoolwide activities.
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Student Perception Curriculum Rigor
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With instructional and curriculum rigor, a greater percentage of students surveyed answered
that they strongly agree or agree that SHA’s learning strategies, homework, and lessons
enhance student learning. Several students did not have an opinion which was not helpful in
determining how the school can improve in areas involving curriculum and instruction.
Results from students' interviews showed that most elementary students believe that South
Hills Academy is successfully helping them to learn about the Bible and about Christian beliefs
and values. Middle school students have a positive attitude towards South Hills Academy and
how well the school does to academically and socially prepare them for high school and
beyond. In general, students feel that SHA classes offer the right level of challenge and support
to be successful learners.
High school students seem to go back and forth on the rigor of the curriculum at SHA. In
general, classes are described as challenging, and teachers are approachable for extra support.
One area that concerns high school students are the behavior standards they are held to. Many
feel that the school is “too strict.” They would like to see a relaxing of the rules, especially
related to wearing of the uniform, the closed campus policy, and language expectations.
Across the school, students have shared that transitioning to standards-based grading has been
challenging. Many have shared that they would like a more detailed explanation of how the
system works. With the lack of understanding of student expectations and reasons for these, it
is important that time is dedicated not only in the classroom but in assemblies as well in order
that rules and expectations are regularly discussed and reinforced. Scheduling these
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throughout the year in the school calendar and including this item in faculty agenda meetings is
important. Communication is an ongoing area of improvement at SHA.

Based on survey results, students were happy with the introduction of Google classroom. All
SHA teachers have implemented Google classroom over the last three years. Both students and
teachers agree that this has made class and assignments more organized and efficient in grades
K through 12.

Parents
In Spring 2020, SHA sent out an electronic survey to all families. Of 180 families, only 21
responses were received. The survey has been given to families again in December 2020, and
with 117 responses, a clearer understanding of parent perceptions were received and shown
below:
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Areas that parents appreciate from the survey and comments are:
●
●
●
●
●

Small class sizes
Christian values
Focus on student achievement and learning needs
Safe, healthy, respectful and friendly campus atmosphere
Relevant curriculum with different learning experiences

Areas of concern and improvement are:
● Communication with parents and between staff and teachers
● Evaluation of student work in a timely manner
● Teacher retention
The parent feedback reflects the very points that SHA displays to be the benefits of attending
this school. The small classes, rigorous curriculum, and family type atmosphere that nurtures
respect proves to be areas that parents feel positive about. However, the two major areas of
concern involving teacher retention and communication is an area that needs focus and
improvement. Communication internally and externally continues to be an area that needs
development, enhancement, and constant reassessment. The high teacher turnover is linked to
the communication issue as new teachers learn the culture and expectations at SHA.

Staff Perception
Teachers participated in two surveys to share their overall perception of SHA. Because of the
high turnover rate and rescheduling of the WASC visit, teachers were surveyed again in the fall
of 2020 to have a more accurate representation of current faculty and staff about SHA.
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The graph below shows results taken from fall 2020:
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The teacher survey shows that teachers feel respected and supported by administration with
parent concerns. However, teachers feel a lack of communication in staff policies and
procedures. Although the faculty handbook was discussed and shared during the orientation
session at the beginning of the school year, continuous conversations and reinforcement by the
human resources and head of schools throughout the year in faculty meetings would be helpful
especially in the case of the school’s high number of new teachers. Policies even as simple as
activity approval procedures or maintenance requests are not found in the handbook but are
instead found in the school’s Google shared drive which needs to be reiterated to staff and
teachers.
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The processes and procedures in supporting student learning, planning, and solving differences
transpire during casual conversations with the administration who keeps an open door policy
with all staff and parents. For conversations that require a lengthy time and a collaboration of
several community members, an appointment is then set at the soonest convenience. Email
communication is also another means to resolving issues. It is the school’s policy that
responses to internal emails be made within 24 hours.

This item was added to the teacher survey during the pandemic since the campus opened to
on-campus, in-person learning. It is important for administration to know that teachers feel
comfortable and reassured that their safety is a priority. Social distancing, masks, plexiglass,
regular enhanced cleaning and disinfecting, temperature checks, and reminders for
handwashing and sanitizing are among the procedures put in place to keep both teachers and
students safe while continuing classroom learning. SHA remains vigilant and ready to respond
in the case that an emergency decision needs to be made.
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South Hills Academy
PROGRESS REPORT
Chapter 2
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Action Plan Goal #1
The administration and faculty will develop a plan to build on community involvement where
parents can participate and help build school morale.
Incorporated WASC Mid-Visit 2016 Schoolwide Critical Areas for Follow-Up
#1: Bridging the gap in communication and building a stronger connectedness to the school
support system and community.
As the parent perception data demonstrates, parents see the school communication as having
improved overall.
One of the strategies listed in the report for the mid-visit is the continuation of a “school-wide
newsletter to inform all stakeholders of school-wide events, and activities to open up lines of
communication amongst stakeholders and parents.” South Hills Academy has continued this
newsletter, but gave the newsletter a facelift to make it more appealing by creating the weekly
newsletter on Google Slides with pictures, visuals, more color, and more creative layouts.
Teachers can add personal slides directly to the newsletter prior to the review and approval
process. Classroom teachers also use a subject specific newsletter to keep their parents
informed on what’s happening in their classes.
In creating the new version of the newsletter, staff members researched and reviewed
examples of other school newsletters. Teachers shared examples of classroom newsletters and
stated what information is helpful for parents and community. Staff meetings were held to
discuss content areas that we feel will be beneficial to highlight in the school wide newsletter.
Last year, staff members on the Activities Committee reviewed and revised the weekly
newsletter during their weekly meeting. The activities coordinator collects everyone’s slides,
sends out a copy to staff for suggested revisions, and then publishes it for the community.
SHA also recently changed from a policy of teachers being required to add comments on report
cards for only students with a grade of “Satisfactory” or below to a policy of teachers adding
comments on report cards for all students.
To improve communication and connectedness, the Parent Support Committee (PSC) has
continued its participation. This year, the parents voted to change the name to Parent-Teacher
Committee (PTC). As noted in the perception data summary, parents think that the PTC is
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working better this year and is more structured. They have spearheaded several events,
alleviating the responsibility from teachers, resulting in huge successes. There was also a
parent liaison added for better communication with international parents.
SHA also achieved the last three tasks listed in the report to work toward this goal:
“implemented a horizontal leadership model to ensure that parents can focus on needs of
school, SHA Parent Learning Walks, and implement Parent Education Workshops (PEW) to
provide information on how to best support students in classroom and at home.”
SHA has an open door policy when it comes to parents visiting classrooms. During classroom
visits, parents are accompanied by a school administrator to minimize disruption to the learning
environment. SHA now hosts two monthly meetings with parents - “Coffee with the Principal”
in the morning and “Community Meeting” in the evening - for all interested parents.
Other ways South Hills Academy has built a stronger connectedness to the school support
system and community are…
● Room parents.
● The inclusion of parents during weekly Chapel services, prayer days, and various
activities including Back-to-School Night, Open House, Parent-Teacher Conferences,
elementary classroom parties, Muffins with Mom, Donuts with Dad, Grandparents Day,
quarterly Lunch on the Lawn, Harvest Festival, Thanksgiving Feast, Christmas Program,
Cultural Day, and Spring Showcase.
The management and organization of the Harvest Festival has been transferred from faculty to
the PTC. Reducing workload on the faculty greatly enhanced staff morale and PTC was
extremely dedicated to the success of the event.
Parent-Teacher Conferences for the secondary school format have changed from the teacher
being in their individual classrooms to an open hall format in the school Chapel. Feedback by
parents on this change was positive as it allowed for a one-stop, easy access to teachers, short
and meaningful meetings, and moved parents smoothly from one teacher to the next.
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#8: Formal follow ups with Alumni
SHA alumni frequently visits and remains in contact with some teachers. The school’s 60-year
anniversary in 2017 brought a significant number of alumni, both students and teachers, who
came to celebrate and reconnect with old teachers and friends. Other efforts to follow up with
alumni have been made using parents who are alumni themselves, through Facebook and
weekly newsletters. However, due to a change in ownership and a high staff turnover, coupled
with the high school being 70% international and students returning to their home country
after college, follow up with alumni has been a challenge. This remains a goal in progress.

Action Plan Goal #2
The administration and faculty will create a proper assessment agenda and a plan on
where and how to find ways for faculty to offer academic assistance to students.
As noted in Chapter 1 of the self-study, South Hills Academy tried an assessment system of
benchmark tests using the application Illuminate for teachers to create the benchmark tests
and administer them. During staff meetings after each benchmark examination, teachers
worked to record data and use the data to adjust their teaching practices and their curriculum.
These benchmark tests presented several problems mainly due to teacher bias as questions
were picked by teachers themselves and the amount of time required to record, analyze and
interpret data. SHA ended up canceling its subscription to Illuminate.
The SHA school board has approved NWEA MAP testing for a five year feasibility study
beginning with the 2020-2021 school year. This adaptive test provides a student friendly
format, immediate feedback, and easy interpretation of data. The areas of testing will be in
reading, language usage, and math. Student testing will occur three times throughout the year
- fall, winter and spring.
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Action Plan Goal #3
The administration will develop a teacher in-service training program on new
curriculum, and teacher training.
Incorporated WASC Mid-Visit 2016 Schoolwide Critical Area for Follow-Up
#2 Provide a range of professional development to school faculty and staff.
SHA teachers and administrators participated in three staff development programs:
1. Critical Friends for which teachers, on a rotating schedule during weekly inservice meetings, presented videos of lessons, lesson materials, or student work
in groups of around five teachers/administrators. The teachers and
administrators in each group followed a protocol for critiquing the presented
materials to give the presenter positive feedback and suggestions for
improvement.
2. Learning Walks during which teachers and administrators in groups of 3 or 4
observed two or three classes for about ten minutes each, discussed what they
observed using a rubric, and wrote anonymous feedback which they then left in
the observed teachers’ mailboxes.
3. Professional Learning Community (PLC) Teachers and administrators meet
regularly to accomplish shared goals. This includes developing school activities,
work on improving teaching knowledge or skills, develop inhouse professional
development for schoolwide improvement or improving student motivation.
Overall, the SHA PLC program revolves around teachers collaborating to improve
school practices, climate or culture.
SHA begins each school year with new teacher orientation and full staff training. New
teachers are introduced to SHA policies and procedures, school wide systems like ALMA
and tour the school. Returning teachers usually start school three days later and attend
one week of training on areas the school would like to focus on. These workshops are
presented by SHA faculty.
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Throughout the school year, various faculty members also conduct staff development
activities a few times each semester during the weekly staff meeting and professional
development days. Teachers who attend professional development workshops or
conferences are also expected to present what they learned to SHA faculty.
A short term goal of the SHA professional development program is to add a professional
development library and professional magazine subscriptions relevant to our school
learning and teaching needs.

Action Plan Goal #4
Develop a school wide guideline and appropriate means of assessment for student
support in the areas of effective communicators, critical thinkers, Christian development,
and global citizenry that coincide with the school wide learner outcomes and enhance
student achievement.
Incorporated WASC Mid-Visit 2016 Schoolwide Critical Areas for Follow-Up
#3: Develop rubrics and measures for the schoolwide learner outcomes.
SHA sees ESLOs as character traits, not academic development. Instead of assessing ESLOs on
an individual basis, SHA incorporates them in units for students to develop. Using the SHA unit
plan format, teachers must add which ESLOs the unit incorporates. The development of rubrics
to measure expected schoolwide learning outcomes is one of the goals SHA would like to
discontinue.
#5: A clear understanding of the expected schoolwide learning outcomes by all stakeholders
SHA ESLOs are now prominently displayed in classrooms, hallways and reception areas. Beyond
the physical campus, ESLOs are on the school websites, social media pages and marketing
material. During the 2019-2020 school year, ESLO awards were added to encourage students to
live up to SHA’s expectations. Even then, further steps are needed to incorporate ESLOs in daily
teaching and discussion to give understanding and embed these in the minds and hearts of the
students.
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Action Plan Goal #5
Develop an ongoing review and evaluation of the attained student learning outcomes, the
administration and governing authority of the school, and of curriculum implementation,
development, assessment, and revision.
Incorporated WASC Mid-Visit 2016 Schoolwide Critical Areas for Follow-Up
#4: Incorporate stakeholders in the deliberation surrounding policies and procedures, which
are the responsibility of the Executive Board.
Annually, SHA asks students, parents, and staff for feedback on policies and procedures in an
effort to revise them. Advice and feedback are used by the head of school and the board to
make revisions as needed.
#6: Ongoing communication with all stakeholders in regards to the financial stability of the
school.
SHA is a proprietary school and does not share its financial stability or budget with the school
community.
#7: Standardization of grading policies.
Since the last WASC visit, teachers and administrators worked on developing standardized
grading criterias. Most meetings were held at the beginning of the school year but discussions
at department levels took place all year.
During the 2019-2020 school year, South Hills Academy adopted standards-based grading. This
new grading system has helped shape the conversation with school-wide grading policies.
While implementing the system, teachers helped define what each level represents. These
conversations helped lead to a consensus about the standardization of grades. One advantage
of standards based grading is the ease of designing common rubrics.
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Incorporated WASC Mid-Visit 2016 Schoolwide Critical Area for Follow-Up Added by Visiting
Team
#1: There is a need for a more formalized review and evaluation of the attainment of SLOs by
all stakeholders.
SHA board members review ESLOs during the annual board meeting. Since the last visit, with
the help from the school community, ESLOs have been redefined for better understanding.
ESLOs have now been incorporated into unit plans, with teachers using SHA subject standards
and benchmarks as part of the evaluation process.
#2: There is a need for a formal evaluation process for the administration and governing
authority of the school.
The Head of School is formally evaluated on an annual basis by the school board. The
evaluation reviews a combination of both education and business practices. Principals are
evaluated by the head of school annually.
SHA is a proprietary school owned by the governing authority of the school. The board
evaluates itself.
#3 SHA needs to develop a process to develop, implement, assess, and revise curriculum.
Annually, discussion is held about the school curriculum. The process is usually done by the
department principal and teachers and administrators. Curriculum revision is very teacher
driven and determined by what they see their students needing most. SHA still does not have a
set review cycle.
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South Hills Academy
SELF-STUDY FINDINGS
Chapter 3A
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Category A:
Organization for Student Learning
Category A: School Pandemic Response
On March 16, 2020, South Hills Academy closed its physical campus and moved all instruction
to full online learning. Since SHA students already used Google classrooms on a regular basis,
the transition was fairly simple and straightforward. To minimize disruption to learning, SHA
followed the exact same class schedule online as on campus. Google classroom assignments
were supported by teachers using Zoom or Google Hangouts. The frequency of parent
meetings was increased to weekly to accommodate questions regarding the online platform,
scheduling, and instructional issues.
Two weeks after physically closing the campus, SHA operated small group instruction on
campus. This is now referred to as Learning Pods. This was 100% optional for families and
because of limited resources and student group size, the only subjects offered in pods were
Language Arts or Math. Students could have morning pod sessions or afternoon pod sessions,
but an all day option was not available.
SHA is currently 100% open to campus learning with families having the option of attending
face to face classes or remaining online. Approximately 20% of our students attend face to face
classes daily. We have some students who attend after school support but don’t come during
the regular school day. Online class schedules mirror on campus classes. (In most cases, with
the same teachers.)

A1. School Purpose Criterion
The school has established a clear vision and mission (purpose) that reflects the beliefs and
philosophy of the institution. The purpose is defined further by adopted schoolwide learner
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outcomes that form the basis of the educational program for every student. (Note: School
purpose is a general term for terminology used by schools such as core beliefs, vision, mission,
or philosophy and objectives.)
Examples include: every student will demonstrate knowledge and understanding of diverse
cultures that foster tolerance for individual differences; every student will be a collaborative
worker; and every student will demonstrate higher-order thinking skills of application, analysis,
synthesis and evaluation.
Beliefs and Philosophy
A1.1. Indicator: The written mission and vision (purpose) reflects the beliefs and philosophy of
the school and its constituency.
A1.1. Prompt: Evaluate the written purpose in relation to the beliefs and philosophy of the
school and its constituency served.
Findings
Vision Statement
South Hill Academy provides quality education to prepare
students to be well-rounded citizens with a Biblical
worldview who will be successful leaders in their community.
Mission Statement
South Hill Academy seeks to develop a Christ-centered
atmosphere that enables students to become socially
engaged, effective communicators, and critical thinkers in a
global setting.
Parents choose South Hills Academy for its focus on Christian
values; the small, caring, family-like atmosphere; and the
excellent academics. According to the recent survey and
interviews with parents, teachers and staff continue to:
● demonstrate Christian values,
● hold students to high standards of character and
academics,
● develop a family-like atmosphere with small class
sizes,
● practice elements of a Christian faith,
● engage students socially with a variety of community

Supporting Evidence
● Parent and staff surveys
● Coffee with the Principal
meeting minutes
● Chapel services
● Bible classes
● ESLO Awards Elementary Awards
ceremony, parents
invited
● Prayer at the beginning
of staff meetings
● Parents in Prayer
● Christian Sports League
● Chinese New Year
celebration
● Cultural Day
● Christmas Book
Exchange - middle
school with preschool
● Easter egg hunt
● Walk-a-Thon
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and school events,
● welcome and celebrate diversity with an inclusive
environment.
SHA continuously promotes Christian values through
interactions amongst community members, Bible classes, and
weekly Chapel services. Middle and High School students
have also started a Sisters After Light and Truth (SALT), a
ministry that allows students to grow in the knowledge of
God’s word. Bring Your Bible day is also an opportunity
wherein students bring their Bibles to school and approach a
panel of people who can answer questions regarding the
Bible. As young as kindergarten up to high school students
came with curious minds asking questions about God, the
Bible, about life and eternity.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

Sports Day
Christmas Program
Harvest Festival
Grandparents Day
School dances
Bring your Bible to
school day
SALT ministry
Student work
Prayer video during
pandemic - video
message sent to families
Rubrics
Student presentations
and discussions

The SHA community has ongoing conversations about the
definition of all Expected School Learning Outcomes. Based
on surveys, discussions, and interviews, staff, parents, and
students strongly affirm the importance of these skills.
Since the last WASC visit, SHA has refined the definitions of
each ESLO as reflected in the updated handbook. SHA has
also initiated the “ESLO” Awards as a way to celebrate and
promote their value.

Purpose, Schoolwide Learner Outcomes, and Profile Data
A1.2. Indicator: The student/community profile data has impacted the development of the
school’s vision and mission and schoolwide learning outcomes.
A1.2. Prompt: Evaluate the degree to which the development of the school’s vision, mission, and
schoolwide learner outcomes have been impacted by pertinent student/community profile data
and identified future global competencies and current educational research.
Findings
South Hills Academy’s student and community profile has

Supporting Evidence
● Teacher discussion
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impacted the development and/or continued use of the
school’s schoolwide learning outcomes. Since the school has
continued to transition into an international school, students
and staff find it even more important that students develop
each of the skills defined in our ESLOs.

notes
● Student Group
discussion notes
● Parent discussion notes
● Student interviews
● Team bonding events

The profile suggests that a significant number of students,
teachers, and staff want to maintain the Christian identity of
the school and continue to aim toward being Christ-like.

● ELL Courses
● English Support Classes

The profile shows that most stakeholders consider the
school’s community and environment to be its greatest
strengths. This strongly demonstrates that “socially engaged”
is an important schoolwide learning outcome. The staff has
been thinking about how to help international students and
domestic students bridge the cultural divide and socially
engage more with one another. Student input suggests this is
an important issue to tackle.
Helping students to become effective communicators also
remains important. The profile shows that all students, and
especially English language learners, need to improve their
reading and writing skills, and most teachers agree that
speaking skills also need a boost. To specifically work on
these skills, SHA has adopted Abeka reading and writing
curriculum in the elementary, to have high school students
read at least one book in every high school course, and to
implement 6+1 Traits of Writing rubrics across all grade
levels.

Involvement of All
A1.3. Indicator: The school has a process for involving representatives of the entire school
community in the development/refinement of the mission, vision, and schoolwide learner
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outcomes.
A1.3. Prompt: Evaluate the processes 1) to ensure the involvement of representatives from the
entire school community in the development/refinement of the vision, mission, and schoolwide
learner outcomes and 2) to determine their effectiveness.
Findings
South Hills Academy uses a variety of tools to involve the
school community in the development and refinement of the
mission, vision and ESLOs:
● Board Annual Goals Meeting for SHA (meeting July)
● Department Heads Annual Goals Summary (Based on
school board annual goals)
● Bimonthly Admin meetings
● Principal Advisory Committee (PAC) Strategy meeting
● Parent meetings (Principal's Coffee and Community
night to share information with parents)
● Teacher discussions (Formal and Informal)
● Bimonthly virtual meetings between the school board
and Head of Schools
● Student interviews and surveys

Supporting Evidence
●
●
●
●

Yearly work plan
Admin meeting minutes
PAC meeting minutes
Coffee with the Principal
meeting minutes
● Bi monthly meeting with
board and Head of
Schools meeting
minutes (interview with
HOS)
● Faculty Meeting
● Staff handbook

Overall, the SHA has a process in place, but the process
should be refined and more structured or formalized by
updating our operational manual (2020-2021 goal).
Through the various meetings, surveys, and discussions,
implementation of the mission, vision and ESLOs into daily
lessons, activities and events at SHA are carried out.
Consistency of Purpose, Schoolwide Learner Outcomes, and Program
A1.4. Indicator: There is a strong degree of consistency between the school purpose, the
schoolwide learner outcomes, and the school program.
A1.4. Prompt: Provide a range of examples that the school vision, mission, schoolwide learner
outcomes, and program are consistent.
Findings
The school vision, mission, schoolwide learner outcomes, and
program are consistent. Teachers work at implementing

Supporting Evidence
● Mission Statement
● Vision Statement
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ESLO’s and the mission statement into their daily lessons
through:
● Bible classes
● Weekly Chapel Services
● Christian flag and Christian salute
● Prayers to start meetings, gatherings and classes
● Bible verses displayed around school and classrooms
● Hands-on learning, student-centered activities, crosscurricular units, and Project-Based Learning (PBL).
● Field trips that support classroom lessons and
community service
When students are active in their learning, they are able to
work better toward the schoolwide learner outcomes; they
become better critical thinkers, more socially engaged, more
effective communicators, and more global citizens, and they
have more opportunities to be Christ-like.

● Expected School-wide
Learner Outcomes
● Unit plans
● Chapel services - 5th
grade students
presenting in chapel
about their new goals
for the new year (ESLOs:
Bible Centered, Effective
Communicators)
● U.S. and Christian flag
salute
● Classrooms with Bible
verses displayed
● Student centered
activities - 7th grade
students math
assignment (ESLOs:
Critical Thinkers)
● Hands-on learning
activities - 5th grade
squid dissection
(integrating science with
Bible learning about
God’s complex creation)
● Cross-curricular
assignments - 1st grade
art with Bible (drawing
baby Jesus with account
of His birth)
● Cross curricular
assignment - 8th grade
science with Math
(students measuring
electromagnetic
strength and using a bar
graph to represent data)
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● Field trips that support
lessons - Student
leadership to Fred
Jordan Missions to serve
the homeless
community (ESLOs:
Global Citizen, Bible
Centered)
● Field trips that support
lessons - SHA
schoolwide field trip to
LA County Fair
supporting science,
math, history lessons in
class
Communication about Vision, Mission, and Schoolwide Learner Outcomes
A1.5. Indicator: The school has the means to publicize the vision, mission, and schoolwide
learner outcomes to the students, parents, and other members of the school community.
A1.5. Prompt: Examine the effectiveness of the means to publicize the purpose and the
schoolwide learner outcomes to the students, parents, and other members of the school
community.
Findings
South Hills Academy publicizes its vision, mission statements
and expected schoolwide learner outcomes (ESLOs) in a
variety of ways through:
● school website,
● student and faculty handbook,
● social media (Instagram, Facebook, Linked In,
Twitter),
● marketing material,
● classroom displays,
● bulletin boards,
● school murals
● unit and lesson plan template with built-in ELSO

Supporting Evidence
● SHA website
● SHA student handbook
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Faculty Handbook
Posters in classrooms
Campus paintings
SHA Instagram postings
SHA Facebook
SHA Marketing Flyer
SHA Yearbook
Perception data
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section,
● ESLO themed murals, and
● school yearbook.
Students, families, staff members or prospective families
who visit the campus are ensured to see the SHA mission,
vision and ESLOs which are visually represented from the
moment one enters the office to the time they exit the
parking lot.
Based on the perception data, ESLOs seems to be an area
that families and staff members need to be better educated
on. While most people are familiar with the SHA vision,
mission and ESLOs, many of our families do not perceive
these to be as relevant as subject classes.
Regular Review/Revision
A1.6. Indicator: The school has a process for regular review/revision of the school purpose and
the schoolwide learner outcomes based on current and future learner needs and other
local/global trends/conditions.
A1.6. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the regular process for review/revision of the core
beliefs, school vision, mission, and schoolwide learner outcomes. Include the degree to which
the review/revision process addresses current and future learner needs and other local/global
trends/conditions.
Findings
The mission statement, vision and ESLO’s are determined by
the school board and part of the annual board meeting
agenda. During the meeting, the board determines if there
need to be any changes. Ultimately, the school board
determines the vision, mission and ESLOs and the SHA
community is responsible for its implementation.
In general, SHA believes that mission and vision are long
terms. While they may need to be modified or refined
occasionally, the school’s goal would be to have SHA staff
and faculty help our student population reach those goals

Supporting Evidence
● Teachers’ written
comments
● Notes on the teachers’
discussion
● Parent Teacher
Committee (PTC)
meeting
● Board Meeting agenda
minutes (interview with
HOS)
● Student and parent
interview results
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and objectives.

● Student and Parent
Group discussion notes

There have been discussions during faculty meetings. This
school year, as part of the self-study process, teachers wrote
about and discussed current and future learner needs and
other trends, and then they used these ideas in a review and
revision discussion of the school purpose and the schoolwide
learner outcomes.

● Faculty meeting

Also for the self-study, students and parents were
interviewed, and the Student and Parent Groups engaged in
a discussion to review and suggest revisions for the school
purpose and schoolwide learner outcomes.

A2. Governance Criterion
The governing authority (a) adopts policies that are consistent with the school’s mission and
vision (purpose) and support the achievement of the schoolwide learner outcomes, (b)
delegates implementation of these policies to the professional staff and (c) monitors results.
Clear Policies and Procedures
A2.1. Indicator: There are clear policies and procedures with regard to the selection,
composition and specific duties of the governing authority.
A2.1. Prompt: Evaluate the clarity of the policies and procedures regarding the selection,
composition and specific duties of the governing authority.
Findings
South Hills Academy is a proprietary school. Investors are
recruited by board members. This is a clearly established
process.

Supporting Evidence
● Organizational Chart

Pretraining of Potential Board Members
A2.2. Indicator: Individuals who seek board membership or are being considered as appointees
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by the board will have some form of training in the principles and skills essential to the
effectiveness of the school board.
A2.2. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the training that is offered to prospective or new
school board members.
Findings
School Board members are investors recruited by existing
board members based on their backgrounds. The board does
internal training on education, the management of SHA, and
the individual mission of SHA and the American Education
system to help make informed decisions about the direction
of the school.

Supporting Evidence
● Biweekly and annual
meetings minutes
● Annual Work Plan

The school board and head of school work together to direct
the school via biweekly meetings and the annual board
member meetings. Because of geographical distances, the
Board tends to manage remotely through the Head of School.
SHA has an effective and established process for recruiting
and training board members. Because of geographical
distances, the board has limited interaction with the majority
of the school personnel. The executive director does hold an
annual back to school staff and faculty meeting each August.
Relationship of Policies
A2.3. Indicator: The governing authority’s policies are directly connected to the school’s vision,
mission, and schoolwide learner outcomes.
A2.3. Prompt: Evaluate the adequacy of the policies to support the school’s vision, mission, and
schoolwide learner outcomes through its programs and operations.
Findings
School board members support SHA’s mission statement and
schoolwide learning outcomes with the annual work plan and
budget approval. They give the head of school authority to
set the school’s vision, mission, and schoolwide learner
outcomes.

Supporting Evidence
● Annual Work Plan
● Interview with HOS
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Involvement of the Governing Authority
A2.4. Indicator: The governing authority is involved in the regular review and refinement of the
school’s vision, mission and schoolwide learner outcomes. The governing authority uses a
variety of strategies to remain current in research-based knowledge about effective schools.
A2.4. Prompt: Evaluate the processes for the involvement of the governing board in the regular
review and refinement of the school’s vision, mission, and schoolwide learner outcomes.
Findings
The board reviews the vision, mission, and schoolwide
learner outcomes during the annual school board meeting.
The board uses a combination of educational and business
research to manage the school. Every July, the board and
head of school establish a work plan and budget for the
school year. Once the work plan and budget are approved,
the board leaves the day to day operation of the school to
the head of school.

Supporting Evidence
● Annual Work Plan
● Board meeting minutes
● Admin meetings notes

During the school year, the head of school regularly updates
the board on a variety of materials:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Student performance
SAT and A.P. test results
Student enrollment number
Teacher performance and evaluation
University acceptances
Academic competition performances
School and Community events
Budget status
Marketing efforts and results
Progress on Annual Work Plan
Professional Developments Attended Staff and
Faculty

Board members use a combination of best practices
developed in China, Canada, the U.S.A. and I.B.O. Throughout
the year, board members and the head of school attend
various conferences related to education and management.
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School Community Understanding
A2.5. Indicator: The school community understands the governing authority’s role.
A2.5. Prompt: To what degree does the school community understand the governing
authority's role?
Findings
SHA staff and faculty see the board as having three
responsibilities: budget, setting annual goals and supervising
day to day operations.

Supporting Evidence
● Interview with HOS

Because board members live overseas, SHA staff and faculty
have very little contact or personal relationships with
individual members. The most recognized board member is
the executive director who visits every July and August.
Based on the self-study findings, SHA staff members believe
that the board plays very little role in the day to day
operation of the school, which is left to the head of school.

Relationship to Professional Staff
A2.6. Indicator: There is a clear understanding of the relationship between the governing
authority and the responsibilities of the professional staff. The governing authority constrains
its actions to policymaking and strategic planning while authorizing the administration to
implement its decisions.
A2.6. Prompt: Determine whether there is a clear understanding of the relationship between
the governing board and the responsibilities of the professional staff and how that
understanding is developed and maintained.
Findings
The governing body limits itself to policymaking and
approval, strategic planning and evaluating the actions and
decisions of the head of school with a relationship toward
the school mission and vision.

Supporting Evidence
● Interview with HOS
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The head of school is authorized to initiate policy changes
that must be approved by the board and has the authority to
implement decisions in relation to the operation of the
school.

Board Evaluation/Monitoring Procedures
A2.7. Indicator: There is clarity of the evaluation and monitoring procedures carried out by the
governing board, including the review of student performance, overall school programs and
operations, and the fiscal health of the school.
A2.7. Prompt: Determine the degree to which there is clarity of the evaluation and monitoring
procedures carried out by the governing board, including review of student performance, overall
school programs and operations, and fiscal health of the school.
Findings
The governing body approves the annual budget with a midyear review based on school needs. The board pays close
attention to learner needs, AP test results, SAT scores,
college acceptance rates, and the reputation of the colleges
to which students are awarded admission. This is all made
very clear to the head of schools.

Supporting Evidence
● Annual budget
● Annual Work plan
● Interview with HOS

Complaint and Conflict Resolution Procedures
A2.8. Indicator: The established governing board/school’s complaint and conflict resolution
procedures as they apply to the school’s stakeholders are effective.
A2.8. Prompt: Comment on the effectiveness of the established governing board/school’s
complaint and conflict resolution procedures as they apply to the school’s stakeholders.
Findings
SHA has clear complaint and conflict resolution procedures
that apply to any stakeholder. The procedures follow a basic
chain of command structure of teacher, principal, head of
school, and human resource officers and direct contact with
the school board.

Supporting Evidence
● Student Handbook
● Faculty Handbook
● Complaint Procedure
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Evaluation Procedures
A2.9. Indicator: The governing authority carries out clearly defined evaluation procedures.
A2.9. Prompt: Comment on the clarity of the evaluation procedures carried out by the
governing authority.

Findings
Probationary employee evaluation and annual performance
reviews are conducted to determine new contract offers.
Staff members are evaluated by the head of schools,
principal, or designated administrator after the initial sixmonth probationary period of their employment to assess
performance, attitude, skills and other employment-related
attributes and characteristics of the employee.

Supporting Evidence
● Teacher Walk Through
Observation Form
● Tenured Teacher
Classroom Observation
Form
● 2016-2018 Teacher
Evaluation Form

Formal and informal faculty evaluations throughout the
school year and at least one staff member annual review are
conducted to see if each employee has fulfilled their position
requirements. Performance issues are addressed, and tools,
resources, and guidance are given to all employees to be
successful.

Evaluation of Governing Authority
A2.10. Indicator: There is a process for evaluating the governing authority.
A2.10. Prompt: Review and assess the process for evaluating the governing authority.
Findings
As a proprietary school, South Hills Academy has no process
for evaluating its board of directors.

Supporting Evidence
● Interview with HOS
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A3. School Leadership Criterion
The school leadership (a) makes decisions to facilitate actions that focus the energies of the
school on students’ achievement of the schoolwide learner outcomes (b) empowers the staff
and (c) encourages commitment, participation and shared accountability for student learning.
Defined Responsibilities, Practices, etc.
A3.1. Indicator: The school has administrator and faculty written policies, charts, and
handbooks that define responsibilities, operational practices, decision-making processes, and
relationships of leadership and staff.
A3.1. Prompt: Evaluate these administrator and faculty written policies, charts, and handbooks.
Determine the clarity and understanding of these by administration and faculty.
Findings
The Faculty Handbook clearly explains the responsibilities,
operational practices, decision-making processes, and
relationships of leadership and staff. The information in the
handbook is organized with a table of contents and headers
making it easy to navigate.

Supporting Evidence
●

Faculty Handbook

●

Student Handbook

●

Organizational Chart

●

Teacher survey

The faculty handbook, however, is in the process of being
updated. The student handbook is also in need of some
revisions and updated information. The human resource
department is currently working on updating both
handbooks for the 2020-2021 school year.
Existing Structures
A3.2. Indicator: The school has existing structures for internal communication, planning and
resolving differences.
A3.2. Prompt: How effective are the existing structures for internal communication, planning
and resolving differences?
Findings
South Hills Academy has internal communication.
● Weekly newsletters
● Student Management announcement system
● Staff meetings

Supporting Evidence
● Weekly newsletters
● Internal emails
● Alma SHA Family
Emergency Notification
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●
●
●
●

Administration meeting
Email
Teacher in-service
Streamlining SHA documents to Google Suites

● Staff Meetings
● Admin meetings
minutes

Documents that are internally used by teachers,
administrators, and staff are organized in the school’s Google
shared drive for easy access. SHA is constantly looking for
ways to improve or simplify both internal and external
communication.

● Staff Orientation
● School calendar
● Unit plans

● Google classroom

● Complaint Procedure

SHA has some formal structures for planning.
● Faculty meeting
● Administrative meeting
● Community meeting
During the summer, the head of schools meets with school
leaders and any other interested stakeholders to create a
school calendar, including academic dates and activities.
To resolve differences, a policy directs parents, students, and
staff to first speak with the person with whom they have a
conflict. If more resolution is needed, the person then speaks
with the immediate supervisor and then with the head of
schools.

Involvement of Staff
A3.3. Indicator: The school leadership has processes and procedures for involving staff in
shared responsibility, collaborative structures and actions, and accountability to focus on
ongoing improvement in teaching and learning that supports student learning.
A3.3. Prompt: How effective are the processes and procedures for involving staff in shared
responsibility, actions, and accountability to support student learning?
Findings
There are processes and procedures in place that effectively
involve staff in shared responsibility, actions, and
accountability to support student learning:
● Principal, Middle School and High Coordinator

Supporting Evidence
● Staff meeting agendas
● SST documentation teachers,
administrators, parents,
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● Teacher input during faculty meetings and in small
group settings (Policies and Procedures.)
● Parent-Teacher Committee representing parent
interest
● Critical Friends and Learning Walks (Peer Review)
● Student Support Teams (SST) Counselor Led
● Event Planning (First Person Responsible)
● Disciplinary Procedure and behavior expectations
● Updates to the weekly newsletter
South Hills Academy staff share many responsibilities. While
these processes and procedures are effective, SHA is always
looking for ways to streamline various processes to improve
the quality of education and reduce teacher workload.

and counselor share
student information and
devise SMART goals
● Weekly newsletters emailed to families
every Monday
● Student Activities
Meetings - detailed
planning information of
school events

Evaluation of Existing Processes
A3.4. Indicator: The school leadership regularly reviews the existing processes to determine the
degree to which actions of the leadership and staff focus on successful student learning.
A3.4. Prompt: To what extent does the school leadership regularly review the existing processes
to determine the degree to which actions of the leadership and staff focus on successful student
learning?
Findings
The school leadership reviews the existing processes every
summer in preparation of a new school year, with a focus on
student learning.
Leadership looks at grades, classroom assignments, test
scores, and input by students, parents, and teachers. In
addition, the elementary principal, middle school
coordinator, and high school coordinator assist the head of
schools in ensuring that student learning needs in his/her
school are duly represented in the review and decision
making process.

Supporting Evidence
● SST documentation
● Parent meetings
minutes - parent
feedback
● Teacher meeting
minutes
● Counselor bi-monthly
gradebook check
● Test data
● Interview with HOS,
principal and
coordinators

Throughout the school year, this leadership personnel
constantly review the processes and operations of South Hills
Academy in an effort to maximize student learning.
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The elementary principal, middle school coordinator, and
high school coordinator work closely with the head of schools
and may call a formal meeting whenever needed. The head
of schools also calls a meeting whenever a formal review or a
decision is needed.
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A4. Staff Criterion
The school leadership and staff are qualified for their assigned responsibilities, are committed
to the school’s purpose and engage in ongoing professional development that promotes
student learning.
Employment Policies/Practices
A4.1. Indicator: The school has clear employment policies/practices related to the qualification
requirements of staff.
A4.1. Prompt: Evaluate the clarity of the employment policies and practices related to
qualification/statutory requirements of current and potential staff for all programs, including all
types of online instruction and specialized programs such as college/career preparation.
Findings
SHA has a clear employment policy with regard to recruiting
and hiring potential staff.
● Job posting have clearly defined requirements
● Resumes are reviewed to ensure qualification and
experience
● The minimum qualification for teaching is a B.A. or
B.S.
● The counselor must have a graduate degree in
counseling
● Non Teaching personnel must be able to perform job
functions
● All personnel must sign a Statement of Faith
● All personnel must pass both the TB and LiveScan
tests
● All employees are “At Will” with a 6-month
probationary period
● Employee pay is based using SHA established payscale
● First-year employees receive two formal evaluations
● Returning employee receive one formal evaluation

Supporting Evidence
● Job postings
● Safe Schools Training
● Human resources
documents for new staff
members
● Employee contract
template
● Sample resumes
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Qualifications of Staff
A4.2. Indicator: The school reviews all information regarding staff background, training, and
preparation.
A4.2. Prompt: Evaluate the procedures to ensure all staff members in all programs, including
online instruction, based on staff background, training, and preparation are qualified for their
responsibilities within any type of instruction to ensure quality student learning.
Findings
SHA has a process to review staff background, training and
preparation.
● Review of received resumes by HR and Department
Head
● Review of certification, degrees, training and other
formal training material
● Department Head or HR performs the first interview
● Recommendation to head of school for the vacancy
● TB and Livescan test

Supporting Evidence
● Job postings
● Interview with HOS
● Teacher Educational
Background
spreadsheet
● Safe Schools Training

Maximum Use of Staff Expertise
A4.3. Indicator: The school has a process to assign staff members and provide appropriate
orientation for all assignments, including online instruction and specialized programs so that
the expertise of the staff members is maximized in relation to impact on quality student
learning.
A4.3. Prompt: Evaluate the process to assign staff members and provide an appropriate
orientation process to ensure all staff are qualified and prepared for their responsibilities
including any type of online instruction.
Findings
Because South Hills Academy is still a relatively small school,
there is no formal process for assigning staff members. For
the elementary school, the head of schools and the
elementary principal work together to make assignment
decisions. For the middle and high schools, the head of
schools, which is also the principal, makes assignment
decisions with input from the middle school coordinator,
high school coordinator, counselor and heads of the
departments. The head of schools, the elementary principal,

Supporting Evidence
● Staff Orientation
Schedule
● Documents and
presentation materials
from the orientation
week
● Interview with teachers
● Faculty handbook
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coordinators, and heads of department ensure student
learning is the primary factor in their decisions.
During the week prior to the start of a new school year, the
school leaders hold an orientation week for new teachers
and for reviewing new policies, programs, and procedures to
returning teachers. School leaders also conduct a formal
presentation on staff policies and statutes.
One area of improvement is the orientation process for new
hires during the school year.

Defining and Understanding Practices/Relationships
A4.4. Indicator: The school has clear administrator and faculty written policies, charts, and
handbooks that define responsibilities, operational practices, decision-making processes, and
relationships of leadership and staff.
A4.4. Prompt: Evaluate the administrator and faculty written policies, charts, pacing guides,
and handbooks that define responsibilities, operational practices, decision-making processes,
and relationships of leadership and staff. Determine the degree of clarity and understanding of
these by administration and faculty.
Findings
The Faculty Handbook clearly explains responsibilities,
operational practices, decision-making processes, and
relationships of leadership and staff. The information in the
handbook is well-organized, and the table of contents and
headers make it easy to navigate.

Supporting Evidence
●

Faculty handbook

●

Unit Plan Template

●

Interview with teachers

●

Teacher survey

The administration provides clear guidelines for procedures
for such responsibilities as completing unit plans and grading
student work. As reflected in the teacher survey, there is a
need to keep teachers informed on special forms,
procedures, processes that are not explained in detail in the
faculty handbook.
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Staff Actions/Accountability to Support Learning
A4.5. Indicator: The school evaluates the effectiveness of the processes and procedures for
involving staff in shared responsibility, actions, and accountability to support student learning
throughout all programs. This includes an evaluation of the collegial strategies used to
implement innovations and encourage improvement, such as shadowing, coaching,
observation, mentoring, group presentations.
A4.5. Prompt: How effective are the processes and procedures for involving staff in shared
responsibility, actions, and accountability to support student learning throughout all programs?
Provide representative examples and data regarding impact on student learning.
Findings
The individual school leaders are expected to regularly
evaluate their procedure and program effectiveness.
● Coordinators monitor and meet to discuss effective
programs and delivery
● Student feedback is gathered on classes, programs
and social events to improve overall program
performance
● Schoolwide faculty meeting consolidate and discuss
relevant information
● Biweekly admin meetings evaluate school operations
● The Head of schools regularly discusses processes and
procedures with school leadership and staff, and he
receives feedback from parents and students.

Supporting Evidence
●

SST documents

●

Admin meeting minutes

●

Faculty meeting

●

Interview with HOS

●

SST Procedure

Example of reviewing the Student Success Team (SST)
Process by Head of School:
● Attend SST meetings during his first year at SHA
● Identified strengths and weaknesses of the process
based on personal observations
● Met with students, parents, teachers, principal and
counselor to discuss their observation of the process
● Based on observations and conversations, identified
strengths and weaknesses of the system
● New procedures and forms created
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● Faculty review and approved

Support of Professional Development
A4.6. Indicator: The school effectively supports professional development/learning with time,
personnel, material, and fiscal resources to facilitate all students achieving the academic
standards and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
A4.6. Prompt: How effective is the support of professional development/learning with time,
personnel, material, and fiscal resources to facilitate all students achieving the academic
standards and the schoolwide learner outcomes? Provide evidence and examples.
Findings
SHA supports professional development with time, material
and financial support. Professional development is done inhouse and off-site depending on the subjects, material and
teachers’ needs. Some examples include:
● Annual inservice at the start of school
● Sharing of articles related to current best practices
● Time off to travel to conferences, workshops or
events
● Teacher-led seminars based on workshops visited
California Association of Private School Organization (CAPSO)
workshops attended by staff or faculty:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Standards-Based Grading
Project-Based Learning
Equitable Services under ESSA
California Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS)
Formative Assessment (one size does not fit all)
Facilitating the Journey towards technology
integration
● Concept Rich Mathematics

Supporting Evidence
● Staff orientation agenda
● Professional
Development Schedule
● CAPSO training classes
● AP College Board
Capstone Training
● Big History Project
● Abeka Reading
● Next Generation Science
Standards
● Big History Project

Other Associations
●
●
●
●

Big History Project Bill Melinda Gates Foundation
A.P. College Board Capstone Training
Abeka Reading Workshop
Teacher Induction Program (Education Consortium)
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paid by SHA for new teachers.
When a faculty member attends training or offsite workshop,
they are responsible for presenting the material during a
schoolwide teacher meeting.
Supervision and Evaluation
A4.7. Indicator: The school implements effective supervision and evaluation procedures in
order to promote the professional growth of staff.
A4.7. Prompt: How effective are the school’s supervision and evaluation procedures in order to
promote the professional growth of staff in all areas such as their technological training?
Findings
The head of schools and principals consistently supervise
staff and search for ways to help them grow professionally.
● Head of school and principal perform daily
walkthroughs
● Head of school and principal perform regular
informal/unannounced observations. (Feedback
provided electronically.)
● Counselor monitors the gradebooks and reports to
principals weekly. (updates and grades.)
SHA uses a combination of informal and formal observation
to promote professional growth. Rubrics and evaluation
forms are used to help both teachers and administers
improve the overall quality of teaching. SHA regularly reviews
and revises its teacher expectations.

Supporting Evidence
● Teacher Walk Through
Observation Form
● Tenured Teacher
Classroom Observation
Form
● 2016-2018 Teacher
Evaluation Form
● Danielson Professional
Teaching Standards
● Sample Teacher Growth
Plan
● Sample Teacher Growth
Plan
● Counselor Gradebook
check

At the end of the school year, the head of school and
principals meet with each teacher, and the teacher presents
evidence to show work, and ideally growth, in the specific
goal she or he had set that year.
● Walkthrough observations
● Formative observations
● Unannounced formal observations with review
● Teacher self graded evaluation (Annually)
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Measurable Effect of Professional Development
A4.8. Indicator: There are effective operating processes that determine the measurable effect
of professional development, coaching, and mentoring on student performance.
A4.8. Prompt: Comment on the effectiveness of the processes in determining the measurable
effect of professional development, coaching, and mentoring on student performance. Provide
evidence about whether the professional development/learning has had a positive impact on
student learning.
Findings
Due to high teacher and leadership turnover, SHA has not
been able to evaluate the long term effects of its professional
development program.
The school uses professional learning communities (PLC) to
determine if students are on track. Based on these PLCs,
students can be referred to SSTs. SHA uses a continuous
cycle of improvement to determine if PD is effective.
Teachers meet to develop Specific, Measurable, Achievable,
Relevant, and Time-Bound (SMART) goals which lead to
teacher discussions about best practices and how to
implement them.

Supporting Evidence
●
●
●
●

SST form
Unit plan template
PLC notes
Interview with HOS
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A5. School Environment Criterion
The school has a safe, healthy, nurturing environment that reflects the school’s purpose and is
characterized by respect for differences, trust, caring, professionalism, support, and high
expectations for each student.
Caring, Concern, High Expectations
A5.1. Indicator: The school demonstrates caring, concern, and high expectations for students in
an environment that honors individual and cultural differences.
A5.1. Prompt: To what extent does the school demonstrate caring, concern, and high
expectations for students in an environment that honors individual differences and is conducive
to learning?
Findings

Supporting Evidence

As the perception data shows, students, parents, and staff
members all agree that South Hills Academy fosters a caring
“family” environment. Students and parents perceive that
teachers sincerely care about the students and want to help
them succeed. From the time someone walks through the
front gate, they are greeted by a responsive office staff and
by familiar faces - students and staff members - throughout
the campus. Teachers develop caring relationships with their
students and become very familiar with one another’s
interests and personalities.

● Perception data

SHA also honors individual and cultural differences. Teachers
are encouraged to display student work in their classrooms.
Other areas and events honoring cultural differences are:

● Mathsmate Program

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Themed Bulletin boards
Black History Month
Women’s History Month
Christmas activities
Chinese New Year celebration
Cultural Day
Cinco de Mayo

● Themed bulletin boards
● Various school activity
photos
● Student work
● Student Success
Tracking Sheet
(AP/TOEFL/SAT Results)
● Abeka Reading
● Bulletin Boards
● Cultural Day event
● Chinese New Year
Celebrations
● Open House and Back to
School Night
● Various school events

● Talent shows
● Annual VAPA week (representing visual art, music,
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drama, and public speaking and other creative
outlets)
● Displays of student work at Back-to-School Night and
Open House to celebrate individual student talent
and achievement.
As a school with international students, SHA honors different
cultures by welcoming students from other nations.
SHA has high expectations and students are challenged to
reach them. Parents of students transferring from other
schools often remark on how much further SHA students are
compared to where their child is. On average, SHA students
use textbooks and resources generally taught one grade level
up from other schools. Kindergarten students at SHA use
Abeka books designed for first grade. Families choose SHA
because of high academic expectations and the Christian
setting.
To improve reporting, and so that the SHA community could
better determine where students have strengths and areas of
improvement, SHA switched to the Standards Based Grading
(SBG) system. Based on research, SBG reduces bias from
grading and helps students, teachers and parents more
accurately identify what a student has accomplished.
SHA continues to look for new and innovative ways to
develop higher achievable standards. During the spring of
2020, Abeka Reading and Math were introduced to K-3rd
grade. MathsMate, which provides a spiral review of grade
level standards that simplifies the process of mastering math
skills, was also introduced in K-10th grade math classes. SHA
is also working with NWEA to implement MAP testing. SHA is
also researching how to best implement the 6+1 Traits of
writing. During the 2019-2020 school year, middle school
students were placed by ability level in Spanish and Math. In
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2020-2021, SHA middle school students will be placed by
ability levels in Spanish, English and Math to ensure they are
working in their zone of proximal development.
Student Self-Esteem
A5.2. Indicator: The school fosters student self-esteem through high expectations for each
student and recognition of successes.
A5.2. Prompt: To what extent does the school foster student self-esteem through high
expectations for each student and recognition of successes?
Findings
SHA fosters student self esteem through high expectations
for every faculty and student member and recognizes their
successes. Students are encouraged to take appropriate
risks and taught to accept responsibility for their actions.
● Weekly student led chapels to improve self
confidence and create school unity
● School sports to develop sportsmanship and can-do
attitude
● Student awards for academic and ESLOs
● Community engagement (field trips, food drives,
guest speakers)
● Student Leadership organizations from 1st to 12th
grade
● Schoolwide events that include the preschool
● Variety of clubs and organizations that meet students’
interest
● Introduction of student-led conferences (2020-2021)

Supporting Evidence
● Student led chapels
● Various sports teams
● Student Award Criteria
● Student Leadership
● Various after school
clubs
● Displays of student work
● Field trips

To ensure SHA maintains high expectations, the school
administration is standardizing many processes, courses and
systems and introducing the idea of positive language with a
“Growth Mindset.”
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Mutual Respect and Communication
A5.3. Indicator: Mutual respect and effective communication among and between staff,
students, and parents is evident.
A5.3. Prompt: What evidence supports mutual respect and effective communication among and
between staff, students, and parents?
Findings

Supporting Evidence

SHA students, parents, and staff all agree that South Hills
Academy fosters a respectful environment.

● Perception data

SHA strives to be a family like atmosphere with all
community members. Staff members are cordial and
respectful of each other, parents and students. When on
campus, everyone acknowledges and greets one another in a
positive way. When prospective families tour the campus,
they often comment on how friendly and happy everyone on
campus is.
● Grade level newsletters
● School Calendar on website
● Weekly school newsletter
● Use of telephonic system to communicate time
sensitive information
● Open door policy
● Record Keeping System (Alma) 24 Hour Access
● Google Suites and Google Classroom

● School newsletters

● Parent Meeting Minutes
● School calendars
● Google classroom

SHA constantly looks for ways to improve mutual respect and
communication. As an institute, we believe that this is a task
that needs to be consistently worked on to improve.
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Teacher Support and Encouragement
A5.4. Indicator: There is a level of support and encouragement for teachers to use innovative
approaches to enhance student learning.
A5.4. Prompt: How effective is the level of support and encouragement for teachers to use
innovative approaches to enhance student learning?
Findings
There is a strong level of support and encouragement at
South Hills Academy for teachers to use innovative
approaches to enhance student learning.
● Teachers develop unit plans independently
● Teachers determine best delivery method
● Teachers are encouraged to use alternative
assessment models

Supporting Evidence
● Administrative emails
● Teachers’ unit plans and
lesson plans
● CAPSO educational
resources

In addition to allowing teacher freedom to teach, the head of
schools constantly urges teachers to use innovative
approaches:
● Recommends workshops for professional
development
● Regularly emails articles with new or different
approaches to teaching
● Encourages Cross Curricular Project Based Learning
● Recognizes and shares teachers creative and
innovative lessons
SHA faces some challenges with using innovative teaching
methods:
●
●
●
●

Parent community adaptation to change
Students focus on grades versus learning
Teachers stepping out of their comfort zone
Need for teachers to set higher expectations for
students in critical thinking area
● Trapped thinking of traditional ways of learning
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Safe, Clean, and Orderly Environment
A5.5. Indicator: The school has existing policies, regulations and uses for its resources to ensure
a safe, clean and orderly place that nurtures learning, including internet safety.
A5.5. Prompt: Comment on your analysis of the effectiveness of a) the existing policies and use
of resources to ensure a safe, clean and orderly place that nurtures learning, and b) all aspects
of the school with respect to safety regulations including effective operating procedures for
internet safety.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The SHA community generally agrees that the campus offers
a safe, clean and orderly place to nurture learning.

● Drill log schedule
● Drill record log

SHA employs a small maintenance and janitorial staff who
take full ownership and pride in their work. Starting at 6:00,
the exterior of the campus is cleaned, trash picked up and
any safety concerns addressed. Throughout the day,
maintenance and janitorial staff clean shared facilities and
respond to specific needs.

● SHA Staff Training
Courses

Classrooms offer a variety of physical access and internet
connectivity. The school has a filter that blocks inappropriate
materials. All employees and students sign an internet
compliance agreement and mobile phones are collected from
the start of school and not returned till the end of the school
day.
SHA performs a variety of safety drills and host informative
workshops for families and staff.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Fire Drill
Earthquake Drills
Lock-down Drills
Active Shooter Training for students
Active shooter workshops for teachers and parents
Staff training and certification in CPR and First Aid

● Disaster Response
Teams
● CPR/First Aid Training

● Internet Safety:
● Netgate Firewall router:
● IT Support
● Web filter
● Web filter
● Wifi Access Point: Unifi
AC - Pro (16 AP Devices)

As a result of this training, and our family atmosphere, SHA
offers a safe, clean and orderly learning environment.
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A6. Reporting Student Progress Criterion
The school leadership and staff regularly assess student progress toward accomplishing the
schoolwide learner outcomes and report students’ progress to the rest of the school
community.
Reporting Student Progress
A6.1. Indicator: There are effective processes to keep the board and parents informed about
student progress toward achieving the academic standards and the schoolwide learner
outcomes.
A6.1. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the processes that inform appropriate stakeholders
(governing board members, teachers, students and parents) about student achievement of the
academic standards and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
Findings
South Hills Academy has effective processes for informing
parents, students, teachers and board members of student
progress based on internal data.
South Hills Academy uses ALMA, our student record keeping
system to provide students and parents 24 hours access to
their grades. Since SHA is a Standards Based School, parents
and students are able to see which standards have been
evaluated, where students are performance wise with
relationship to those standards and can determine where
students need extra support.

Supporting Evidence
● HS End of Year Awards
●
●
●
●

K-8 End of Year Awards
4 year HS pathway
3 year HS pathway
Student Success
Tracking Sheet
(AP/TOEFL/SAT Results)

● SST Procedures and
Expectations
● Teacher emails to
parents

In addition to ALMA, high school students and parents meet
with the counselor every semester to develop their high
school pathway plan. The Pathway guides students towards
their goals by keeping them informed of what they have
achieved and what still needs to be accomplished.
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SHA holds three parent teacher conferences per school year.
Parents are able to meet with any or all teachers during
these conferences.
SHA policy also stipulates that teachers must contact parents
when a students grade reaches satisfactory or below. Contact
is made by phone with a follow-up email. (WeChat for
international students.)
During the 2019-2020 school year, SHA decided to adopt
NWEA’s MAP test for the 2020-2021 school year and beyond.
The adaptive nature of the test will help SHA ensure that
students are tested to their fullest potential. The adaptive
test will also help with placement testing in Math and English
for middle school students. (Funding for 5 years has been
approved beginning 2020-2021)
SAT and A.P. College Board scores are reviewed annually by
the board, and the Head of School has proposed that all
students in 8th, 9th and 10th grade be required to take PSAT
annually.
South Hills Academy maintains the ESLOs as a part of the
planning process when teachers develop unit plans. The
ESLOs are incorporated into the lessons and are discussed
and assessed through subject based standards and
benchmarks.

Monitoring of Student Growth
A6.2. Indicator: The school has an effective system to monitor all students’ progress toward
meeting the academic standards and schoolwide learner outcomes.
A6.2. Prompt: Evaluate and comment on the system used to monitor the progress of all
students toward meeting the academic standards and schoolwide learner outcomes.
Findings

Supporting Evidence
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SHA monitors the progress of every student which starts at
the classroom level with a combination of formal and
informal observations by the classroom teacher. These
observations are entered in the grade book as either grades
or comments.
Administrators and teachers use a combination of
observations, grades and data from assessments at the
beginning of each school year and the end of the first
semester to determine what academic adjustments need to
be made if any.

● Benchmark data and
analysis
● ALMA progress report
● Testimony by the head
of schools and the
elementary principal

Head of schools and teachers analyzed various data for all
students at the beginning of each school year and near the
end of the first semester.
Modifications Based on Assessment Results
A6.3. Indicator: The school uses assessment results to make changes in the school program,
professional development activities, and resource allocations demonstrating a results-driven
continuous process.
A6.3. Prompt: Provide examples of how assessment results have caused changes in the school
program, professional development activities, and/or resource allocations demonstrating a
results-driven continuous process.
Findings
SHA uses assessment results to make adjustments in
programs, resources and professional development
opportunities.
Some examples
● Incoming students with low reading scores created
the need for a reading specialist
● Incoming students with low math scores: MathsMate
program
● Reading Program “Abeka” adopted in lower
elementary school
● Professional Development for new program provided
● Ongoing development of ELD program

Supporting Evidence
● Student Success
Tracking Sheet
(AP/TOEFL/SAT Results)
● Abeka curriculum
(implemented for
Kindergarten and 1st
grade to build a strong
reading foundation)
● Reading specialist
● ELD courses
● High school/Middle
School ELD textbooks
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A7. School Improvement Process Criterion
The school leadership facilitates school improvement which (a) is driven by plans of action that
will enhance quality learning for all students, (b) has school community support and
involvement, (c) effectively guides the work of the school, and (d) provides for accountability
through monitoring of the schoolwide action plan.
Broad-based and Collaborative
A7.1. Indicator: The school’s planning process is broad-based, collaborative and has
commitment of the stakeholders, including the staff, students, and parents.
A7.1. Prompt: Comment on the effectiveness of the school planning process to ensure that it is
broad-based, collaborative and fosters the commitment of the stakeholders, including the staff,
students, and parents.
Findings
As a proprietary school, the board of directors meets with
the head of school to discuss and set annual goals and
objectives. The head of school advises the board of the
school’s education needs, demographics and community
feedback. The board outlines the goals and objectives that
the head of school should accomplish. The goals and
objectives are referred to as “keywords” (annual work plan)
● Keywords share with department heads and principal
● Department head create a plan to determine how to
achieve the goals in their individual department
● A working draft of a document creates and
department heads gather to create a coherent and
interlocked document
● Department heads share annual goals with their
department
● Departments determine how to best accomplish the
goals

Supporting Evidence
● SHA annual work plan
● School calendars
● Admin Meeting minutes
● After-school schedule
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School Plan Correlated to Student Learning
A7.2. Indicator: The school’s action plan is directly correlated to the analysis of student
achievement data about the critical learner needs, schoolwide learner outcomes, and academic
standards.
A7.2. Prompt: How does the school ensure that the analyses of student achievement of the
critical learner needs, schoolwide learner outcomes, and academic standards are incorporated
into the plan and impacts the development, implementation and monitoring of the plan?
Findings
SHA staff uses a combination of formal and informal methods
to evaluate student achievements.
● Counselor and administrator monitor gradebook
● Students’ performance reviewed across classes to
determine if SST is needed
● SAT Test results reviewed
● A.P. test results reviewed
● Writing samples
● Student and parent interviews

Supporting Evidence
● SST samples
● Student Success
Tracking Sheet
(AP/TOEFL/SAT Results)
●

AP Test Results

● SAT Test Results
● NWEA MAP testing

Monthly staff meeting dedicated to discussing student needs
based on personal classroom observations. (Monitored by
the principal or counselor.)
NWEA MAP test, scheduled to be administered in January
2021, will add another, more objective, data point to help
SHA better analyze student achievement data. MAP testing
will also mean refining the current process for evaluating
student achievement
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Systems Alignment
A7.3. Indicator: Within the school, there is evidence of systems alignment in areas such as
professional goals, teacher evaluation, and strategic planning for the purpose of ongoing school
improvement.
A7.3. Prompt: What evidence supports the alignment of the system in areas such as
professional goals, teacher evaluation, and strategic planning for the purpose of ongoing school
improvement?
Findings
Teachers set goals for themselves using the Danielson
Framework for Teaching. Throughout the school year,
teachers collect evidence to show their progress on these
goals. Teacher evaluation was based mostly on observation
and on evidence-based growth toward the goals teachers set
for themselves. This created a systems alignment between
professional goals and teacher evaluation. The head of
schools then had all that information to aid him in strategic
planning.

Supporting Evidence
● Professional learning
goals documents
● Teacher Walk Through
Observation Form
● Tenured Teacher
Classroom Observation
Form
● SHA yearly work plan

The other evidence of systems alignment is the school
leadership goals. Each year, the board requires school
leaders to set goals for themselves in coordination with
overall strategic plans. The head of schools shares the
strategic plans with each leader, and each leader needs to
write his/her goals into one document. The strategic plan is
created by examining data and analysis across all aspects of
the school.
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Correlation between All Resources, Schoolwide Learner Outcomes, and Plan
A7.4. Indicator: There is a correlation between the allocation of time/fiscal/personnel/material
resources and the implementation, monitoring, and accomplishing of the schoolwide action
plan.
A7.4. Prompt: Examine and evaluate the degree to which the allocation of time/fiscal/
personnel/material resources support the implementation, monitoring, and accomplishment of
the schoolwide action plan.
Findings
There is a strong correlation between the allocation of
time/fiscal/personnel/material resources and the
implementation of the schoolwide action plan.
SHA develops an annual budget based on the needs of each
department. The budget is divided by the department and
based on the operating cost of the school with a relationship
to the student population. These two factors determine the
entire budget. The annual budget is closely monitored by the
department heads and the head of school. During the last
week of each month, the budget is reviewed by the board of
directors to ensure budget compliance.

Supporting Evidence
● Annual Budget
(interview with HOS)
● Monthly Budget
Request (interview with
HOS)
● HR Budget
● SHA yearly work plan
● Finance Forms
● Admin meeting minutes

While the budget is set annually and monitored monthly,
there is the ability to cover unexpected costs using a
formalized process. The head of school can also request
itemization to the annual budget when needs like human
resource, consumable resources or inflationary cost change.
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Summary for Category A: Organization for Student Learning
South Hills Academy is evolving and adapting to meet the needs of its community and
continues to achieve the goals at the heart of the ACS WASC standards for the organization in
support of student learning. South Hills Academy has a very clear Mission and Vision with
regards to who we are. As the perception data shows, the school environment continues to be
one of SHA’s strengths. Many of the stakeholders are actively involved in the planning,
operation, and continuous improvement efforts of SHA, all of which are rooted in the school’s
purpose, and the school leaders are very active in planning, making decisions about staff, and
encouraging new ideas and innovative teaching methods. The board, with the support of the
head of school, is consistent with revisiting and revising all aspects of student learning
outcomes to have students reach higher standards. Policies and procedures are frequently
revisited to make improvements to all aspects of school life. A critical area that SHA needs to
develop and implement is to regularly review the WASC self-study report. Twice a year in the
beginning of the school year during teacher orientation and during spring would be ideal times
to review the WASC report.
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Prioritized Areas of Strength for Category A: Organization for
Student Learning
1. The school purpose and schoolwide learning outcomes represent the beliefs and values
of all stakeholders.
2. The planning, operations, and improvements of the school are focused on student
learning.
3. The school leadership collaborates with all stakeholders in the planning, operations, and
improvements of the school.
4. The school environment is positive and supportive of student learning with new ideas
and innovative teaching methods.
5. Professional development is encouraged, and there are financial resources to attend
workshops.

Prioritized Areas of Growth for Category A: Organization for
Student Learning
1. Develop and implement a clear, coherent and effective strategy to better educate all
SHA stakeholders the value of our mission and vision.
2. Develop and implement a long term professional development plan which includes
schoolwide goals and program effectiveness evaluation system
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South Hills Academy
SELF-STUDY FINDINGS
Chapter 3B
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Category B:
Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment
Category B: School Pandemic Response
While Covid has changed the instructional method of our curriculum and assessment, SHA
continues to provide a coherent and relevant curriculum for all students. In K-8, teachers
continue to create their own material and lessons to reach our standards and benchmarks. In
high school, SHA has partnered with APEX learning to deliver high quality and organized
curriculum that meets our needs.
Where SHA has had to adjust most is scheduling. To allow teachers to teach both online and oncampus students at the same pace, the entire school follows an “A-Day/B-Day” schedule. This
allows a teacher to teach both sections of a class at the same pace with the same material.
With the exception of Kindergarten, SHA does not simultaneously teach at home students with
on-campus students.
Scheduling for high school students has proved more complicated. SHA has three delivery
methods for high school students. Students who are based locally are taught 100% online with
the option of attending the class face to face at the same time. SHA dorm students receive faceto-face instruction in our dorm facilities and international students who are still overseas are
supported via Zoom in the evening.
One area of concern with remote learning is the reliability of assessments. As educators, we
have a hard time determining whether or not students are independently completing the
assessment. In some cases, teachers have used one on one assessment via Zoom, but this is
both time consuming and not feasible in all subjects. An oral assessment on science concepts is
fine, but an essay in English class is not.
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B1. What Students Learn Criterion
The school provides a challenging, coherent and relevant curriculum for each student that
fulfills the school’s purpose and results in student achievement of the schoolwide learner
outcomes through successful completion of any course of study offered.
“Schoolwide learner outcomes are interdisciplinary statements about what all students should
know, understand and be able to do by the time they complete the planned program or
graduate.” One example: every student will demonstrate higher-order thinking skills of
application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.
Current Educational Research and Thinking
B1.1. Indicator: The comprehensive and sequential documented curriculum is modified as
needed to address current educational research and thinking, other relevant
international/national/ community issues and the needs of all students.
B1.1. Prompt: Comment on the effective use of current educational research related to the
curricular areas in order to maintain a viable, meaningful instructional program for students.
Examine the effectiveness of how the school staff stay current and relevant and revise the
curriculum appropriately within the curriculum review cycle.
Findings
The SHA administration regularly distributes articles on
pedagogy and links to other online resources. SHA also keeps
teachers informed of professional development workshops
for which SHA will pay. Staff meetings are regularly devoted
to reading and discussing current educational research. The
head of schools and elementary principal regularly read the
research and do base curricular decisions. Along with data
collected from student performance, SHA regularly updates
and modifies its curriculum.

Supporting Evidence
● Emails from HOS
● CAPSO training
● Edutopia resources
● ACSI Administrator’s
Digest weekly emails
● Virtual Learning
Resources
● Interview with HOS

While teachers have leeway on how to best reach their
subjects’ standards and benchmarks, some areas of the
school have been assigned a most prescriptive curriculum
model. This is especially true in the lower elementary school
where consistency is particularly important to students
developing a foundation of knowledge, skills and learning.
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Academic Standards for Each Area
B1.2. Indicator: The school provides a comprehensive and sequential documented curriculum
that is articulated within and across grade levels for the improvement of programs, learning,
and teaching.
B1.2. Prompt: Evaluate to what extent there are defined academic standards for each subject
area, course, and/or program (e.g., online instruction) that meet state or national/international
standards and, if applicable, expectations within courses that meet the UC “a-g” requirements.
Findings
SHA used the California Common Core State Standards (CCSS)
but has transitioned to the AERO standards in the 2019-2020
school year. AERO allows for more flexibility with the
material used to reach the diverse student population of
SHA. To support AERO, some prescriptive curriculums like
Abeka, MathsMate, StemScope, MobyMax and Mystery
Science have also been introduced.

Supporting Evidence
● SHA standards
● AERO standards
● Next Generation Science
Standards
● Course syllabi
● Unit/pacing plans
● A-G requirements

The transition to AERO helps ensure that a student
graduating from SHA not only meets the A-G criteria but that
they also achieve international requirements to attend
universities in foreign countries. All high school courses are
U.C. approved.
AERO offers a set of standards and benchmarks that are used
by American schools around the world. Teachers in lower
elementary school use a more prescriptive curriculum, while
secondary school teachers develop their own curriculum to
best reach their students’ needs.
In addition, with the revolutionary changes happening in the
field of science, SHA started to utilize a K-12 set of standards
that is both rich in content and practice called the Next
Generation Science Standards (NGSS) in the same year.
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Congruence
B1.3. Indicator: There is congruence between the actual concepts and skills taught, the
academic standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
B1.3. Prompt: Evaluate if there is congruence between the actual concepts and skills taught, the
academic standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
Findings
At South Hills Academy, teachers base their courses, unit
plans, and lessons on the academic standards. Every concept
and skill taught should be either directly a standard or a step
toward achieving a standard.
Teachers submit Unit Plans to identify the standards
addressed in each unit and link every concept and skill taught
to one or more standards. Unit plans also require teachers to
link ESLOs to the unit.
Lessons delivered at SHA helps students to grow toward the
schoolwide learner outcomes. For example, students
participating in class discussions and presentations helps
them become more effective communicators; reading and
writing across the curriculum, also leads to more effective
communicators; the Bible classes, chapel services, and Bible
verses in elementary school help students become more
Christ-centered; and group work promotes social
engagement.

Supporting Evidence
● Course syllabi
● Unit/pacing plans
● Student work (7th grade
math class)(ESLO Critical
Thinking) Assignment:
Bungie Barbie - students
measure the stretch of
the rubber band by
gathering data to design
a bungee line that is
safe and exciting using
linear regression
● Student work (2nd
grade students)(ESLO
Bible Centered)
Assignment: Students
used a Venn diagram to
compare and write
details about Isaac’s and
Jesus’ life
● Student work (6th grade
students)(ESLO Effective
Communicator/Critical
Thinking) Assignment:
Challenger Disaster
critical questions
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Student Work — Engagement in Learning
B1.4. Indicator: The school’s examination of representative samples of student work and
snapshots of student engagement in learning demonstrates the implementation of a standardsbased curriculum and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
B1.4. Prompt: Evaluate to what extent the examination of representative samples of student
work and snapshots of student engagement in learning demonstrate the implementation of a
standards-based curriculum and the addressing of the schoolwide learner outcomes.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

An examination of representative samples of student work
and snapshots of student engagement in learning
demonstrate the implementation of a standards-based
curriculum and demonstrates the addressing of the
schoolwide learner outcomes.

● Unit plan

Since all courses, units, and lessons are based on the
academic standards, the standards are readily detectable in
student work and student engagement. Teachers do need to
do more staff development for unpacking and understanding
the standards and for standardizing the sophistication and
degree to which students should master each standard.

● Student work - Effective
Communicator
● Videos (2nd grade class
playing Jeopardy game
on geography
questions)
● Videos (7th grade
Spanish class practicing
seasons)
● Teacher analysis of
curriculum, instruction,
and assessment

SHA has not yet created a formal policy and process for
helping students to meet all schoolwide learner outcomes in
all classes, student work samples and student engagement
show some guidance of students toward the schoolwide
learner outcomes and in an inconsistent manner. However,
across all courses in a given grade level, all students are
exposed to lessons throughout a school year that relates to
all of the schoolwide learner outcomes.

● Student work - Christ
Centered -(ESLO:
Effective
Communicators; Global
Citizen)
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Accessibility of All Students to Curriculum
B1.5. Indicator: A rigorous, relevant, and coherent curriculum is accessible to all students
through all courses/programs offered. The school examines the demographics and situation of
students throughout the class offerings. The school’s instructional practices and other activities
facilitate access and success for special needs students.
B1.5. Prompt: What have you learned about the accessibility of a rigorous, relevant and
coherent curriculum to all students through the various courses/program offered, e.g., online
instruction? What did you learn from examining the demographics and situation of students
throughout the class offerings? Evaluate how the instructional practices and other activities
facilitate access and success for special needs students.
Findings
Courses and programs at South Hills Academy show that all
students have access to a rigorous, relevant, and coherent
curriculum. Within the realm of rigor, SHA needs to do a
better horizontal alignment of academic expectations both
within each subject and cross-curricular.
Courses and programs are relevant in that they are based on
the standards, which prepares them for college studies. SHA
identifies itself as a college preparatory school, and it has had
this identity since its inception in 1957.
SHA faces two challenges as a college preparatory school.
First, the parents’ expectations of success from students.
Second, making sure that students “buy in” to the collegebound goal of the school. As a school, SHA attempts to
weave a fine line between providing concept rich courses
with rigor and classes that students can identify as relevant
to their life now.

Supporting Evidence
●
●
●
●
●

Course syllabi
Unit plans
Student work
SST Samples
Abeka curriculum - In
2019-2020 school year,
new revamped reading
program offered for
Kindergarten to 2nd
grade students upon reevaluation of student
reading needs
● Math’s Mate materials
● Parent survey

SHA has also seen a change in student demographics, in
which more secondary school students are entering SHA
from other private schools or local public schools. In many
cases, students transitioning to SHA need additional courses
to be successful.
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● Additional reading teacher to elementary school
● Additional ESL teacher in Middle School
● Additional math classes in high school (Integrated
Math 1 and Integrated Math 2)
● Additional developmental reading and writing class in
high school
During this study, we noticed that SHA still holds a strong
focus on being a college preparatory school, but has had to
expand its offering to reach those goals because of a
changing student demographic.
Acceptable Student Achievement
B1.6. Indicator: The school demonstrates acceptable student learning of the academic
standards and the schoolwide learner outcomes through defined performance indicators.
B1.6. Prompt: What evidence demonstrates acceptable student achievement of the academic
standards and the schoolwide learner outcomes through defined performance indicators?
Findings
According to the TerraNova test results for the 2015-2016
school year, our students scored average or above average in
reading, math, and language except for one class, which
scored below average in reading and language. The results of
the benchmark tests from 2016 to 2019 are mixed.
SHA has transitioned to Standards-Based Grading to help
teachers with clearly defined performance indicators. The
move to standards-based grades has advanced the
conversation for creating clearly defined performance
standards, and school leaders are beginning to work with
teachers to work toward that goal. SHA still needs to devise a
system for monitoring and assessing student achievement of
the schoolwide learning outcomes.

Supporting Evidence
● TerraNova test results
● Benchmark Illuminate
test results
● Report Card Samples
● Rubric Template
● High School ESLO
Awards Ceremony
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Integration Among Disciplines
B1.7. Indicator: There is integration among disciplines at the school and, if applicable,
integration of outsourced curriculum into the program for which curricular integrity, reliability
and security are maintained.
B1.7. Prompt: Evaluate to what extent is there integration among disciplines and, if applicable,
integration of outsourced curriculum into the program for which curricular integrity, reliability
and security is maintained.
Findings
SHA shows diminishing integration as students progress
through the grades. While the elementary school and middle
school offer a lot of cross-curricular learning, the high school
still needs to develop better bridges from one subject to
another. The head of schools is implementing crosscurricular projects and project-based learning, both of which
will greatly improve integration among the disciplines.
Some examples of subject integration include:
● English collaborating with history on reading and
research papers
● Math department teaching excel to help student
gather and analyze data for science
● Social Science teachers exploring current events and
how they relate to other subjects
● Art class created projects for history lessons
● Spanish and Art class coordinated projects

Supporting Evidence
● Unit plans
● Student work - HS
World History with
English (international
students answering
comprehension using
complete sentences)
● Student work Kindergarten Art with
Spanish (Latin American
Heritage - Oaxacan
Metal Art)

SHA faces challenges in developing cross-curricular projects,
especially as students progress through the grades.

Curricular Review, Revision, and Evaluation
B1.8. Indicator: The school assesses its curriculum review, evaluation, and review processes for
each program area, including graduation requirements, credits, grading policies, and homework
policy regarding the impact of these processes on providing a challenging, coherent, and
relevant curriculum for all students.
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B1.8. Prompt: Comment on the effectiveness of the school’s curriculum review, evaluation, and
review processes for each program area and its impact on providing a challenging, coherent,
and relevant curriculum for all students. Evaluate the effectiveness of the processes to assess
curricular gaps and modify the curriculum to ensure that specific student needs are being met.
Findings
SHA periodically reviews and evaluates graduation
requirements, credit evaluation, grading policies and
homework policies to see how they impact or are relevant to
students’ needs.

Supporting Evidence
● Yearly SHA work plan

School leaders, teachers and board members participate in
reviewing and evaluating program areas. School leaders look
at different performance indicators throughout the year and
generate ideas for improvement. They also take input from
stakeholders. The school leaders have a strong
understanding of their programs and the degree to which
they are succeeding.
To make the review, evaluation, and review process more
effective, school leaders should add structure and formality
to these tasks to ensure that they are looking into every
relevant aspect of the programs and to chart progress.

Collaborative Work
B1.9. Indicator: The administrators and teachers use various collaborative strategies to
examine curriculum design and student work in order to refine lessons, units, and/or courses.
B1.9. Prompt: Comment on the collaborative strategies used to examine curriculum design and
student work and its effect on refining lessons, units, and/or courses.
Findings
SHA uses a variety of strategies to examine curriculum,
design and student work to help refine lessons, units and
courses.
● Department meetings

Supporting Evidence
● Learning Walks
documentation
● Critical Friends
documentation
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●
●
●
●
●
●

School-level meetings
Principal Advisory Committee (PAC)
Common planning time
Standardize Unit Plan with share drive for easy access
Dedicated faculty time (More is needed.)
Teacher-led workshops

● Department meeting
notes
● PAC notes
● Teacher workshops
● Unit plan

SHA has taken advantage of being a small school where
teachers are able to discuss specific student needs in both a
formal and informal way. Because of the small learning
environment, teachers know what each teacher is covering
and teaching in their individual classes.
Policies — Rigorous, Relevant, Coherent Curriculum
B1.10. Indicator: The school assesses the curriculum and its rigor, relevancy, and coherency
after examination of policies regarding course completion, credits, grading policies, homework,
use of technology, etc.
B1.10. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the process through which key stakeholders assess
the curriculum in relation to these school’s policies.
Findings
The school leaders assess the curriculum in relation to
policies regarding course completion, credits, grading
policies, homework, use of technology, etc. each summer
and throughout the year. This process is effective because
school leaders have a strong understanding of the policies
and they have an understanding of the rigor, relevancy, and
coherency of the curriculum in their areas of responsibility.
This process can be made more effective by formalizing,
structuring, and documenting the process.

Supporting Evidence
● Yearly SHA Work Plan
● Teacher Orientation
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Articulation and Follow-up Studies
B1.11. Indicator: The school conducts student follow-up studies that provide insight into the
effectiveness of the instruction to prepare students for pursuing further education, entering the
workforce, or meeting their personal goals.
B1.11. Prompt: Share examples of articulation with feeder schools and local colleges and
universities, including comments on the regularity of their occurrence. What has been revealed
through the follow-up studies of graduates and others regarding the effectiveness of the
curricular program?
Findings
South Hills Academy currently does not conduct student
follow-up studies. Our feeder schools for 8th grade are
Bishop Amat, Damien, Walnut High School, Charter, South
Hills High School, At Bishop, we are consistently in the top
20. Other students who attend public schools have been
able to take higher math, Spanish and English honors classes.

Supporting Evidence
● Student interviews
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B2. How Students Learn Criterion
The professional staff a) uses research-based knowledge about teaching and learning, and b)
designs and implements a variety of learning experiences that actively engage students at a
high level of learning consistent with the school’s purpose and schoolwide learner outcomes.
Research-based Knowledge
B2.1. Indicator: The administrators and teachers use a variety of approaches to remain current
in research-based professional knowledge and apply the knowledge to improve teaching and
learning. All students regardless of background and ability are actively involved in the learning
that is based on the schoolwide learner outcomes and academic standards.
B2.1. Prompt: Provide a range of examples that demonstrate teachers are currently in the
instructional content taught and research-based instructional methodology.
Findings
SHA teachers use a variety of approaches to remain current
in research-based professional knowledge. Teachers apply
what they learn to improve teaching and learning.
● Teacher Induction Program
● California Association of Private Schools Organization
(CAPSO) professional development workshops
● ACSI Workshops
● Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development (ASCD) articles
● Abeka professional development training
● Professional Development Book reads
● Security Training for Active Shooter
● Trauma-Informed Schools
SHA also performs a variety of inhouse training

Supporting Evidence
● CAPSO website
● ASCD training materials
● Abeka training
workshop
● UTLA training workshop
(June 2017)
● Professional
development book list
● Standards based grading
training
● ALMA staff training
● Google classroom
training workshop

● ALMA Record Keeping System
● Standards based grading from the Inside Out
Workshop
● Unit Plan writing
● Google Classroom workshops
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Planning Processes
B2.2. Indicator: The planning processes, including the use of formative assessment results,
focus on the engagement of all student activity at a high level of learning consistent with the
academic standards and schoolwide learner outcomes.
B2.2. Prompt: Comment on the planning processes, including the use of formative assessment
results, to engage all students actively at a high level of learning consistent with the academic
standards and schoolwide learner outcomes.
Findings
Teachers collaborate on both a formal and informal level to
enhance the academic standards and learners’ outcomes for
all students. SHA uses a variety of tools in the planning
process.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Formative Assessment
Transcripts from the previous school
Placement exams data
Graphic Organizers
Exit tickets
Classroom observations
Homeworks
Writing samples

Supporting Evidence
● Formative/summative
assessments
● Unit plans
● Graphic Organizers
● Department meeting
notes
● Classroom observation
notes
● Homework
● Exit Ticket
● Placement Exams

These formative assessments evaluate both academic and
Expected Schoolwide Learning Outcomes.
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Professional Collaboration
B2.3. Indicator: Administrators and teachers use a variety of collaborative strategies to examine
the curricular design and student work to improve learning and teaching, including
demonstrating critical thinking, problem solving, knowledge, and application. This would
include examples of the selection of the instructional approaches based on the learning
purpose(s) desired.
B2.3. Prompt: Comment on how administrators and teachers use various collaborative
strategies to examine the curricular design and student work to improve learning and teaching,
including demonstrating critical thinking, problem solving, knowledge, and application. Include
examples of the selection of the instructional approaches based on the learning purpose(s)
desired.
Findings
Administrators and teachers engaged in a variety of
collaborative strategies to improve the curricular design,
learning and teaching.
● Administrator walkthrough of classrooms on a
continuous basis
● Teachers opportunities to visit peer classrooms
● Mandated classroom observation to develop specific
teaching skills
● Inhouse professional development
● One to one discussion on unit development
● Teacher discussion on strategies that work in their
classrooms during faculty meetings
● Subject-specific meetings
● Teacher review of proposed books, material and
resources prior to committing to new material

Supporting Evidence
● Learning Walks
documents
● Critical Friends
documents
● In service training

Professional Development
B2.4. Indicator: The school uses ongoing professional development to enhance the curriculum
and improve learning and teaching.
B2.4. Prompt: Comment on how the school uses ongoing professional development to enhance
the curriculum and improve learning and teaching.
Findings
SHA uses ongoing professional development by encouraging
all school personnel to attend and participate in regular

Supporting Evidence
● Annual budget
● Reading Summit 2018
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professional development related to their area of education.
● Share opportunities and workshops
● P.D. Mini clinics during faculty meetings
● Teacher workday inservice P.D. sessions
● Article about education and learning are routinely
shared
● Funding for P.D. in the annual budget

Workshop - conference
that focuses on best
reading practices
● Staff meeting notes
● Emails
● List of recent
professional
development programs
attended by teachers
outside the school

Challenging and Varied Instructional Strategies
B2.5. Indicator: The teachers strengthen student understanding and achievement of the
learning outcomes through the use of a variety of instructional strategies that are selected on
the basis of the learning purpose(s) and effectively engage students at a high level of learning.
This includes the integration of multimedia and technology as appropriate
B2.5. Prompt: Provide a range of examples from examining students working and their work
that give insight to the degree to which all students are actively engaged in learning to achieve
the academic standards and the schoolwide learner outcomes. This includes students
demonstrating critical thinking, problem solving, knowledge and application and the
development of a wide range of technological skills.
Findings
SHA students have demonstrated critical thinking, problem
solving, knowledge and application with a wide range of
technological skills. SHA students:
● Perform sophisticated analysis of the theme of a
complex piece of literature
● Engage in discussions on the theme
● Write a theme analysis essay
● Think critically by analyzing rhetorical texts and
evaluate the logic and persuasiveness
● Perform scientific experiments
● Use modeling to represent the concept and solve a
related problem

Supporting Evidence
● Student work - 7th
grade Bible; assignment
essay on practicing
kindness (ESLOs: Bible
centered, Effective
Communicator)
● Student work - 7th
grade Science on
Flipgrid; assignment
modeling states of
matter (ESLOs: Effective
Communicator, Critical
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● Create timelines using scaling
● Analyze their timelines to answer questions
● In Bible class, analyze the analogous activity to
participate in a discussion on the concept and how it
relates to their lives
● Determine the volume and weight of the water in the
pool
● Redesign SHA stairs to meet new fire guideline
● Participate in a variety of team building activities that
require group work to solve a unique problem
● Use games to learn concepts like combining integers,
or play battleship to re enforce coordinate pair
concepts

Thinker)
● Team building activity
for High School (ESLOs:
Socially Engaged)
● Team building activity
for 8th grade (ESLOs:
Critical Thinker; Socially
Engaged)
● Assignment - 2nd grade
history teacher teaching
about different
countries of the world
(ESLOs: Global Citizens)

Technological Integration
B2.6. Indicator: Teachers systematically integrate technology within the school so that all
students develop a wide range of technological skills.
B2.6. Prompt: Comment on the integration of technology within the school so that all students
develop a wide range of technological skills.
Findings
SHA teachers use technology daily which naturally leads to
students developing basic technical skills, but students
struggle to learn beyond basic computer skills. At this point,
SHA cannot determine if technology actually enhances
learning or is just a new tool to do things the same old way.

Supporting Evidence
● Laptops in middle
school and high school
● Chromebook cart
● Google Classroom
● Teachers’ assignments
and course plans

SHA provides laptop carts with a combination of tablets or
Chromebooks in the elementary. Secondary students are
required to bring their own devices. (Laptop, Chromebook or
MacBook.)
SHA uses a wide range of Google Suites products, Google
Classroom, Zoom, Virtual Conference tools and a variety of
education-specific sites or apps.
South Hills Academy also offers computer classes, digital
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photography, digital video production and STEM classes
during the school day and in its after-school program to
improve students’ technology skills.
***SHA’s regular use of technology made the transition to
online learning in the spring of 2020 extremely efficient and
simple.

Evidence of Results-based upon Challenging Learning Experiences
B2.7. Indicator: Students working and their work demonstrate critical and creative thinking,
problem-solving, knowledge attainment, and application skills.
B2.7. Prompt: Comment on the student work and how it demonstrates critical and creative
thinking, problem solving, knowledge attainment, and application skills.
Findings
Students working and their work demonstrate critical and
creative thinking.
● Socratic seminars and other discussions in various
classes
● Music classes and programs
● Dance Class and team performance
● Art Class exhibitions
● Visual and Performing Arts Festival (VAPA WEEK)
● Team building games during school events
Students use critical thinking skills and creativity to solve
problems across all disciplines: mathematical problem
solving, evaluating current events, exploring cause and effect
reactions, strategies in competitive sports and thinking about
how their individual cultures interact with one another.

Supporting Evidence
● 2019 Christmas Program
- a spectacular display of
drama, music and band
● Dance competition students participated in
competitions
● Team building activities
● Video - 4th grade
Spanish presenting a
South American country
● Art Class projects using
creative thinking
● Pacing and unit plans

Knowledge attainment is also evident in all student work.
Students apply skills in math, reading, writing, speaking,
science labs, analysis of historical and literary texts, art,
music, drama, dance, etc.
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Some areas of improvement shown in the student work are a
need for higher levels of knowledge and skills, giving more
opportunity for students to engage in a variety of problemsolving skills and techniques.
The majority of student work involves students learning
knowledge and skills from teachers and in practice exercises.
Students need more time to take the knowledge and skills to
higher levels involving independent problem solving, critical
thinking, creative production, and synthesis.
Student Understanding of Learning Expectations
B2.8. Indicator: The students know the standards/expected performance levels for each area of
study.
B2.8. Prompt: Examine and evaluate the extent to which students know the standards/expected
performance levels before beginning a new area of study; an example is the use of pacing
guides for online instruction.
Findings
Students at South Hills Academy have a basic understanding
of standards/expected performance levels for each area of
study.
● Teachers have clear expectation listed in their course
syllabus
● Grading expectations are clearly labeled in every
course syllabus
● During the walkthrough, students are able to explain
what they are learning when asked. (Some need to
practice articulation of the standards.)
● Learning goal and objective are clearly identified in
the unit plan templates
● Transition to Standards-Based Grading gives students
a deeper look at individual skills being taught

Supporting Evidence
●
●
●
●

Course syllabus
Unit plan
rubrics
Student
interview/testimony

SHA continues to address how to best reach students with
regard to expectations.
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Student Perceptions
B2.9. Indicator: Interviews and dialogue with representative students inform the degree to
which learning experiences are relevant in preparing students for college, career, and life.
B2.9. Prompt: Using interviews and dialogue with students, evaluate the extent to which
students understand the expected level of performance based on the standards and the
schoolwide learner outcomes. Evaluate the effectiveness of the student-teacher interaction
based on student feedback.
Findings
Students have a good understanding of the expectations for
each class based on discussion of class syllabus. Teachers
also give reminders and reinforcement of the individual class
expectations when needed. Teachers display the objectives
for the daily lessons and the ESLOs covered in the lesson is
also discussed. However, there is no specific strategy that
ensures that ESLOs are a part of daily teaching. A standard
procedure that ensures that ESLOs are incorporated in daily
lessons, as opposed to discussing it only at the end of the
unit, would be beneficial in effectively understanding our
school ESLOs.

Supporting Evidence
● Student survey
● Course syllabus

Student Needs
B2.10 Indicator: Teachers address student needs through the instructional approaches used.
B2.10. Prompt: How do teachers address the variety of ways in which students learn and their
individual needs through instructional approaches appropriate for the subject?
Findings
Teachers at South Hills Academy use a variety of teaching
approaches and strategies that appeal to different students
and help to meet student learning needs.
These approaches include direct instruction, the use of
visuals, group work, modeling, feedback, learning by doing,
discussion, reading, writing, and projects that give students
opportunities to incorporate more modalities of learning.
Technology is used by a variety of teachers to explore
concepts with more depth or to review areas of weakness.

Supporting Evidence
●
●
●
●
●
●

Course syllabus
Unit plans
Lesson plans
SST Samples
Stemscope
Student work - 8th
grade history using
cartoons to understand
political climate
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(IXL Math, Math XL, Khan Academy, STEM Scope)
SHA teachers are encouraged to minimize classroom lecture,
and use direct instruction in small group settings. A big push
towards discovery learning, project based learning and other
student centered approaches to learning Greater focus is
being directed at discovery learning, projects based learning
and other student centered approaches to learning.

● Student work - 1st grade
science learning about
part of the seeds hands
on

Student Use of Resources
B2.11. Indicator: Students use resources for learning beyond the limits of the textbook such as
effective use of collaborative activities, technology, library/media resources, and community
resources.
B2.11. Prompt: To what extent do students use resources for learning beyond the limits of the
textbook such as effective use of technology, collaborative activities, and community resources?
Findings
Students, especially in the middle and high schools,
frequently use resources for learning beyond the limits of the
textbook.
Elementary teachers sometimes use a variety of tools like
tablets, chromebooks, microscopes, the student kitchen, 3D
printer, computer lab and other hands on equipment to
better engage students in the learning process. They also
call on community members such as firefighters, police
officers, city hall members, grocery workers to further bring
alive concepts that students are learning from their
textbooks.

Supporting Evidence
●
●
●
●
●

Unit plans
Student activities
Field trips
Community Resource
Testimony from
students

Secondary school students also have access to a variety of
tools and maintain their own laptop. 5th to 12th grade
students make regular use of coding robots, the STEM and
science labs to enhance their learning. CK12 is popular with
both the math and physics courses and StemScope and
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Mystery Science expand what science can do outside of the
lab and classroom.
SHA students also participate in field trips. SHA is introducing
grade level week without walls where 4th to 12th students
will attend extended field trips. SHA is also bringing the
outside world in with guest speakers and performers and
currently working with Mount Sac Community College to
offer Dual Credit Courses in the high school.
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B3. How Assessment is Used Criterion
Teacher and student uses of assessment are frequent and integrated into the teaching/learning
process. The assessment results are the basis for (a) measurement of each student’s progress
toward the schoolwide learner outcomes and academic standards, (b) regular evaluation,
modification, and improvement of curriculum and instructional approaches, and (c) allocation
of resources.
Appropriate Assessment Strategies
B3.1. Indicator: The teachers regularly use appropriate assessment strategies to measure
student progress toward acquiring understanding of a specific body of knowledge or skills, such
as critical thinking and communication skills; examples of assessment strategies include essays,
portfolios, individual or group projects, tests, etc.
B3.1. Prompt: To what extent do teachers use appropriate assessment strategies to measure
student progress toward acquiring a specific body of knowledge or skills? Evaluate the selection
of and the use of proctors, the security systems for test documents, and the means to maintain
the integrity of the assessments.
Findings
The use of appropriate assessment strategies to measure
student progress toward acquiring a specific body of
knowledge or skills is adequate.

Supporting Evidence
● Assessments
● Course syllabus
● Gradebooks

Teachers use regular appropriate assessments and provide
students with feedback and grading based on the subject and
grade level they teach. Teachers are responsible for
determining the best way to assess the material and the
frequency. Administrators monitor the variety of
assessments by reviewing unit plans to make sure students
are evaluated in a variety of ways.
With the exception of external tests, like A.P. or College
Board, SHA teachers proctor their own assessment. As a
school, SHA does not have formal semester exams. When
external tests are given, protocols and guidelines from those
organizations are followed.
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While assessment protocols are effective at SHA, the world
of education is constantly evolving and finding new ways to
evaluate knowledge on different levels. These methods,
strategies and systems need to be reviewed and discussed
among SHA staff to see which can be deployed to make SHA
less traditional with assessment and more focused on
progressive strategies of determining what students really
know and understand.

Basis for Determination of Performance Levels
B3.2. Indicator: The school staff has determined the basis upon which students’ grades and
their growth and performance levels are determined and uses that information to strengthen
high achievement of all students.
B3.2. Prompt: Evaluate the impact and effectiveness of the basis for which students’ grades,
their growth, and performance levels are determined.
Findings
Since the last self study, South Hills Academy has reevaluated
its entire grading system and transitioned to Standards Based
Grading. During that time, SHA also transitioned from
Common Core to AERO to better meet the needs of students.
One advantage to Standards Based Grading is that teachers
have to individually identify strengths and weaknesses of
each standard for the assignments. Based on the transition,
SHA did notice that teachers struggle to agree on what a
specific standard may look like at a specific grade. Beginning
with the 2020-2021 school year, SHA plans to initiate a
student sample review to determine what grade level work
looks like (especially in writing with 6+1 Traits of Writing).

Supporting Evidence
●
●
●
●
●

Grades data
Gradebooks
Course syllabus
Award policy
Student award recipient
spreadsheet
● Rubrics

After determining that students placed little value on
academic awards because they were “given to everyone,”
SHA reevaluated its academy and ESLO award policies. Award
requirements have been made much more rigorous and
upon first review, students seemed to respect the
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recognition more than before.
Demonstration of Student Achievement
B3.3. Indicator: A range of examples of student work and other assessments demonstrate
student achievement of the academic standards and the schoolwide learner outcomes,
including those with special needs.
B3.3. Prompt: Examine and evaluate how student work and other assessments demonstrate
student achievement of the academic standards and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
Findings
When looking at SHA’s Expected Schoolwide Learning
Outcomes and academic standards, it is hard to differentiate
the two. Both are intertwined. For example, a student writing
an essay in English class is automatically working on
“Effective Communication,” a student calculating the weight
of the water in the school swimming pool is demonstrating
“Critical Thinking” skills and just participation in community
service projects are a nice representation of being “Socially
Engaged” or “Christ Like.” While these examples may seem
like “a stretch,” ESLO’s are about what we expect our
students to live by. The standards and benchmarks is the
knowledge we want them to gain. One isn’t separate from
the other and naturally intertwines itself when learning or
applying knowledge.
As a small school, SHA has no special needs programs. When
prospective families visit SHA, we make sure that families
understand this and that we do not have the resources for
this type of program. At this point in time, SHA has decided
that the addition of a special education program is not an
option.
Even without special needs students, we do have students
who need help to be successful on a personal, educational
and emotional level. For this, we use our Student Success
Teams to develop the best possible plan.

Supporting Evidence
● SST sample
● Video - 1st grade
science, students
learning about
pollination and relating
it to Jesus as one who
spreads light and peace
(ESLO: Critical thinker,
Bible centered)
● Video - (Flipgrid video
sign in to Google
necessary) 6th grade
students, assignment is
to design and build a
solar oven and
presenting their video
(ESLOs: Critical Thinker,
Effective
Communicator)
● Student work - 12th
grade Art AP student,
created an art piece
using everyday material
(ESLOs: Critical thinker)
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Correlation
B3.4. Indicator: The teachers correlate assessment to schoolwide learner outcomes, academic
standards, course competencies, and instructional approaches used.
B3.4. Prompt: Comment on the correlation of assessment of schoolwide learner outcomes,
academic standards, course competencies, and instructional approaches used.
Findings
Overall, there is a correlation between assessments and
academic standards. While assessment at SHA aligned
themselves to standards, the transition to Standards Based
Grading should increase the correlation.

Supporting Evidence
●
●
●
●

Assessments
Unit plans
Student work
Benchmark tests

From 2016 to 2019, the administration directed teachers to
create and administer benchmark tests with items that
correlated directly to specific standards so that one test
covered all standards for the course. SHA performed
professional development sessions, submitted and reviewed
the results as a faculty. The process of creating the
assessments was time consuming for teachers, and the data
was found to be inconclusive.
SHA faculty, administrator and the board have agreed to
move to NWEA MAP testing to evaluate student performance
in a more meaningful way.
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Modifications/Decisions based on Assessment Data
B3.5. Indicator: Assessment data is collected and analyzed and used to make changes and
decisions about curriculum, instruction, professional development activities and resource
allocation. Teachers modify and revise the curriculum and instruction as a result of student
assessment, both collectively and individually.
B3.5. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of how assessment data is collected, analyzed, and
used to make changes and decisions about curriculum, instruction, professional development
activities, and resource allocation.
Findings
For a period of time, SHA used Illuminate to design
Benchmark assessments. After each test, during a staff
meeting, teachers worked to record the data, analyze it, and
make changes and decisions about curriculum and
instruction. Using the data, teachers would re-teach
necessary standards.

Supporting Evidence
● Illuminate data
● PLC documentation
● Testimony by teachers

The administration used the data to drive professional
development decisions. At the start of the school year, the
administration and teachers spent a few staff meetings
analyzing the data for the entire academy and adjusting plans
for that school year. A professional learning committee (PLC)
teacher committee used the data to research a pedagogical
topic for improvement, had teachers try a new strategy,
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collected results produced by the strategy, and suggested
how to improve use of the strategy.

Student Feedback
B3.6. Indicator: Student feedback is an important part of monitoring student progress over
time based on the schoolwide learner outcomes and the curricular objectives.
B3.6. Prompt: To what extent is student feedback an important part of monitoring student
progress over time based on the schoolwide learner outcomes and the curricular standards?
Findings
SHA believes that student feedback is an important
component of monitoring students over time. SHA has used
several formal and informal strategies to generate student
feedback.
● Student surveys on specific topics (Social and
Academic)
● Counselor meeting to discuss plans
● Pizza with Admin
● Small group conversation with the principal or head
of school (initiated by admin or students)
● Teacher Performance Review
● Course review application

Supporting Evidence
● Student surveys
● Counselor meeting
notes
● Informal meeting notes
with administration
● Course review

As a small school with a family atmosphere, a lot of student
feedback is done informally. Conversation about what’s
happening in class, clubs or on campus are the norm
between students and SHA staff.
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Teacher Monitoring
B3.7. Indicator: Teachers monitor student progress over time and use student feedback as
appropriate to determine whether course objectives have been met.
B3.7. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the teacher monitoring process over time and the
use of student feedback as appropriate to determine whether academic standards have been
met.
Findings
SHA uses a variety of effective strategies to provide students
with feedback on academic progress.
● Gradebook maintenance
● Student teacher conferences (Class time, lunch,
before school and after school.)
● Assignment comments
● Emails
● Group Chats
● Counselor involvement
● Admin involve
● SHA Contact the parent policy with regards to
performance
● SST

Supporting Evidence
● Student conferences
● Student feedback on
assignments
● Email
● Group chats with
parents (We Chat)
● Counselor involved
meeting with students
● Pre SST Form
● SST template
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Summary for Category B: Curriculum, Instruction, and
Assessment
Based on perception data and student interviews, the curriculum provided at SHA are rigorous,
relevant, and coherent. Teachers use a variety of methods to deliver instruction that is
engaging and sparks that interests of students. With the widening use and integration of
technology, teachers ensure that lesson plans include innovative ways for students to grow in
this area. The community and other resources are part of the many ways teachers help
students increase their awareness of their surroundings and the world.
Teachers monitor student progress through formative and summative assessments, student
feedback, Illuminate benchmark tests, and the Terra Nova tests. It has been determined by
teachers and administration that a more meaningful, effective and reliable test is needed to
better serve the individual needs of students. The NWEA MAP testing will be used starting in
January 2021 to determine where a student is exactly at and to know what the student is ready
to learn. This is a big difference from other previously used assessments wherein MAP is not
based on measuring mastery but is a tool that helps teachers tailor instruction to individual
students.
With the implementation of a new grading system, standards based grading gave students and
parents a more definite data of what students are exactly learning and their grade. However,
more training is needed to gain a better understanding for parents and students and for
teachers to properly use it to its fullest potential.
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Prioritized Areas of Strength for Category B: Curriculum,
Instruction and Assessment
1. Teachers use a variety of methods to reach students’ learning needs.
2. South Hills Academy has developed a strong Student Success Team system.
3. Teachers incorporate the use of a variety of technology in teaching and learning, which
helps students to master many technological skills.
4. Students have access to many resources beyond the textbook to enhance their learning.
5. Teachers align assessments with the academic standards and Expected Schoolwide
Learning Outcomes.

Prioritized Areas of Growth for Category B: Curriculum,
Instruction and Assessment
1. Develop an effective system to monitor all students’ progress toward meeting the
academic standards and schoolwide learning outcomes.
2. Develop and implement a clear, coherent, and effective staff development program that
addresses the needs of students, teachers, and the school.
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South Hills Academy
SELF-STUDY FINDINGS
Chapter 3C
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Category C:
Support for Student Personal and
Academic Growth
Category C: School Pandemic Response
SHA closed its school campus and continued to provide personal and academic growth to our
students by transitioning online using Google classrooms. Two weeks after physically closing
the campus, SHA operated small group instruction on campus. This was 100% optional for
families and because of limited resources and student group size, the only subjects offered in
these learning pods were Language Arts and/or Math. Students could have morning pod
sessions or afternoon pod sessions, but an all day option was not available. Other resources
that were added for student academic growth were IXL and MobyMax.
In the summer, SHA offered free on campus summer classes for math and language arts as a
means to keep students on grade level or above. These support classes have been extended to
the 2020-2021 school year wherein in-person after school classes for math and English were
offered twice a week. Presently, SHA is offering both on campus and online classes.
The school counselor is working on the student academic growth by keeping in communication
with students and parents regarding the progress of students, working with college
applications, and providing workshops for 9th and 12th grade students online.

C1. Student Connectedness Criterion
Students are connected to a system of support services, activities and opportunities at the
school and within the community that meets the challenges of the curricular and co-curricular
program in order to achieve the schoolwide learner outcomes.
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Adequate Personalized Support
C1.1. Indicator: The school has available adequate services, including referral services, to
support all students in such areas as health, career and personal counseling, and academic
assistance.
C1.1. Prompt: Evaluate the availability and adequacy of services, including referral services, to
support students in areas such as health, career and personal counseling, and academic
assistance.
Findings
The services at South Hills Academy in the areas of health,
personal counseling, and academic assistance are adequate.
SHA is a college preparatory school with no traditional career
counseling.
To support the health of the students, SHA has a healthcare
room in the main office in which office staff provides first aid
to students. All staff members are certified for first aid and
CPR. The office staff also ensures that every teacher and
support staff member has an updated list of students with
special health issues or needs such as diabetes, asthma or
allergies.
Personal counseling is provided by all staff members, but
especially the teachers and counselor. The teachers develop
strong relationships with the students and are able to help
them with minor personal counseling. If the issue is more
serious or complex, the student is referred to the counselor
or special services if needed. The current counselor also
conducts sessions with small groups of students to offer
strategies and tools for dealing with such issues as social
conflicts and anxiety.The Bible teacher and chapel director
take on an important counseling role as well.

Supporting Evidence
● Healthcare room
● First aid and CPR
certificates
● ALMA teacher notes
indicating areas of
student concern
● Counselor’s list of
services
● Counselor’s
appointment notes
● College Campus Field
Trips
● SHA College Preparation
Program
● College admissions
support documents
● Sample SST
documentation

The counselor also handles college services. The college
counseling at SHA is very thorough and effective. SHA has
developed a college pathway for high school students that
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clarifies the steps students should take at different stages of
their careers at SHA to ensure the greatest possible success
with college admissions. The counselor gives presentations
and meets with students throughout their years at SHA.
Initially, the counselor meets individually with each high
school student to create his/her four-year study plan so that
the student will meet all graduation and University of
California criteria by the end of his or her senior year.
At the beginning of each semester, the counselor also meets
with each student to select the student’s classes for that
term. Students may schedule appointments to meet with the
counselor throughout the school year to discuss academic
credits and college admissions. Students attend college fairs,
and admissions representatives from various colleges come
to SHA to deliver presentations and answer student
questions.
SHA also conducts various college campus field trips. The
counselor works closely with eleventh-grade students to
ensure their college admissions applications are completed
properly and on time.
In addition, for academic assistance, the counselor also
meets with students and families who require intervention
either academically or behaviorally. A Student Success Team
(SST) meeting is set up wherein teachers and parents are able
to collaborate and find ways to support and empower a
student for success. The counselor arranges for the student,
the student’s parents, the counselor, an administrator, and
teachers to meet to discuss academic or behavioral
performance. Prior to the meeting, the teachers fill an
observation form about the student’s strengths and areas of
improvement. During the meeting, all attendees comment on
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the student’s strengths and areas of improvement. During
the SST meeting, an action plan is developed and
implemented. The results are shared with all people
involved, and the teachers work with the student to carry out
the process. Follow up meetings are also scheduled to
monitor the progress of the plan.
In addition to the SST, teachers offer academic assistance to
individual students during breaks and after school. SHA
provides free after-school homework and academic help for
all grade-levels. The school also is able to refer students to
some outside tutors. Special needs students are referred to
the local school district for securing an IEP and services from
the district.
SHA provides adequate personal growth and academic
support with a focus on college preparatory based college
counseling.

School Support Systems
C1.2. Indicator: The school coordinates a system of support services that provide for maximum
effectiveness, including the processes for intervention and referral.
C1.2. Prompt: Is the level of school coordination of the system of support services allowing for
maximum effectiveness? Are the processes for intervention or referral effective?
Findings
The level of school coordination of support is limited but
effective. SHA’s support services are overseen by one
counselor with oversight by school administrators.
As a small private school, SHA offers limited support services
and often relies on the local school district to provide
services for more specialized services. Teacher observations
reported to the counselor help the counseling department
determine what programs can be requested internally or
externally.

Supporting Evidence
● Email communication
with parents, teacher
and counselor
● Pre-SST sheet
● SST documentation
● SST follow up
documentation
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A simple but efficient tracking sheet is used to track SST
requirements. Teachers are expected to follow SST
procedures, administrators oversee how well teachers
maintain the requirements, and the counselor, using a
combination of personal observations, student/parent
interviews and grade book, monitor the progress.
Follow-up meetings with teachers and parents help
determine how well the plan works. However, regular and
timely follow-up meetings need to be scheduled and tracked
in order to ensure that student progress is monitored
appropriately.

Strategies Used for Student Growth/Development
C1.3. Indicator: Strategies are used by the school leadership and staff to develop personalized
approaches to learning and alternative instructional options that allow access to and progress
in the rigorous standards-based curriculum. Examples of strategies include the level of teacher
involvement with all students, a curriculum that promotes inclusion, processes for regular
review of student and schoolwide profiles, and processes and procedures for interventions that
address retention and redirection.
C1.3. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the types of strategies used by the school leadership
and staff to develop personalized approaches to learning and alternative instructional options
which allow access to and progress in the rigorous standards-based curriculum.
Findings
South Hills Academy has effective strategies to develop
personalized approaches to learning and alternative
instruction options:
● Reading specialist teacher for pull-out instruction
● Small-Group instruction in the classroom
● Station work with various activities to reach DOK
levels
● High school student Teacher Assistant program
● After school homework help (also supported with
high school students)

Supporting Evidence
●
●
●
●
●

Reading specialist
Observation
After school activities
ELD courses
MS math courses and
rosters
● Integrated Science
course
● U.S. History for
Foreigners course
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●
●
●
●

English Language Learners (ELL) specific classes
Math placement by ability (5th-12th grade)
English placement by ability (5th-12th grade)
Exploratory U.S. History class for international high
school students
● A.P. classes
● A.P. Capstone Diploma

● Honors cohort program
● Unit plans

All teachers are highly involved with each individual student
due to the culture and small class sizes at SHA. Also, the head
of schools has tasked teachers to use a unit plan template to
create their unit plans and share them with him before the
start of each unit. The template prompts teachers to identify
methods of differentiation and of alternative instructional
approaches.

Support Services and Learning
C1.4. Indicator: The school leadership and staff ensure that the support services and related
activities have a direct relationship to student involvement in learning, e.g., within and outside
the classroom, for all students.
C1.4. Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which the school leadership and staff ensure that the
support services and related activities have a direct relationship to student involvement in
learning, e.g., within and outside the classroom. Evaluate the processes that are used to identify
under-performing or struggling students and the interventions to address these identified
student learning needs.
Findings
The process for identifying underperforming or struggling
students at SHA revolve around teachers, parents and school
administration with the use of in-class observation,
summative and formative assessments, and overall school
performance.

Supporting Evidence
● Email communication
between parent,
teacher, counselor
● SST procedure
● SST documentation

Depending on the situation, when an issue is identified, the
student or parent is contacted. Contact can be initiated by a
teacher, the counselor or an administrator, depending on the
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issue at hand.
The Student Success Team (SST) uses input from each
member to determine the most appropriate intervention.
The emphasis is on student learning or behavior
modification, and this is made clear throughout the SST
process.

Co-Curricular Activities
C1.5. Indicator: School leadership and staff link curricular and co-curricular activities to the
academic standards and schoolwide learner outcomes.
C1.5. Prompt: Evaluate the extent of the availability and link of curricular and co-curricular
activities for all students to the academic standards and schoolwide learner outcomes. How
effective are these efforts?
Findings
SHA students are involved in a wide variety of co-curricular
activities that both complement and support various
standards.
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Student Leadership
Bible Club
Chapel
Unit plan with built-in ESLO and areas of Interaction
Christian School League Competition
ACSI Membership and participation for students,
teachers, and administrators for ACSI sponsored
events and training
Field trips
College Visit
Visiting guest speakers
Community fundraising events
School dances
Community nights
Principal’s coffee meetings

Supporting Evidence
● Student leadership
guidelines and list of
activities
● Bible club description
● Chapel description and
pictures
● Student participation at
ACSI events
● Various field trips
● Fundraising events
● Principal Coffee meeting
minutes
● After School Programs
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● After School Activities

Student Involvement in Curricular/Co-Curricular Activities
C1.6. Indicator: The school has an effective process for regularly evaluating the level of student
involvement in curricular/co-curricular activities and student use of support services
C1.6. Prompt: Comment on the effectiveness of the school process for regularly evaluating the
level of student involvement in curricular/co-curricular activities and student use of support
services.
Findings
South Hills Academy has a moderately effective process for
regularly evaluating the level of student involvement in
curricular/co-curricular activities and student use of support
services. The following have been inconsistently used to
evaluate our effectiveness.
●
●
●
●
●

Supporting Evidence
● Survey results
● Program after action
review
● After School Sign ups
● School sports

Individual program sign-up
Request by parents for the program to repeat
After Action Review of the program
Survey
Daily attendance

Student Perceptions
C1.7. Indicator: The school is aware of the student’s view of student support services through
such approaches as interviewing and dialoguing with student representatives of the school
population.
C1.7. Prompt: Comment on the student view of student support services after interviewing and
dialoguing with student representatives of the school population.
Findings
Teachers and school leadership often conduct informal
dialogue and discussion with students in order to determine

Supporting Evidence
● Student survey
● Teacher and school
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student perceptions regarding student support services.
These conversations are random and casual thereby allowing
for simple and honest feedback. Topics of conversations may
include subject specific questions, teaching styles,
assignments, recommendations, and student activities. On
occasion, representatives from each school (elementary,
middle and high school) or grade level students are chosen to
represent their class in an event or to make certain
schoolwide decisions.

leadership testimony
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C2. Parent/Community Involvement Criterion
The school leadership employs a wide range of strategies to ensure that parental and
community involvement is integral to the school’s established support system for students.
Regular Parent Involvement
C2.1. Indicator: The school implements strategies and processes for the regular involvement of
parents and the community, including being active partners in the learning/teaching process for
all programs. The school involves non-English speaking parents and/or online parents.
C2.1. Prompt: Evaluate the strategies and processes for the regular involvement of parents and
the community, including being active partners in the teaching/learning process. Comment on
the effectiveness of involving non-English speaking parents and/or online parents.
Findings
The head of schools and the elementary principal arrange
two meetings with parents each month, the Principals’
Coffee in the morning and the Community Meeting in the
evening. The loose format/agenda of these meetings are
designed to facilitate the sharing of information and
feedback among stakeholders.
The Parent-Teacher Committee (PTC) meets once a month to
discuss issues and upcoming activities and to give their input
to school leadership. Parents help with activities throughout
the year. Parent involvement has been very successful, as it
helped develop better activities, grown community
satisfaction, and opened better communication when sharing
perspective and preferences.

Supporting Evidence
● Minutes from Principal’s
Coffee meetings
● Minutes from PTC
meetings
● Parent teacher
conference schedule for
overseas/online parents
● Parent teacher
conference notes
● After action report of
parent classroom guest

Each year, SHA holds a Back-to-School Night, an Open House,
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and parent-teacher conferences. The parent-teacher
conferences include translated video conferences with
international parents in other countries. Interpreters are
provided for local or international parents who do not speak
English. These events help to build the teacher-parent
relationships, acquire more parent input, and help to make
the parents feel more welcomed and part of the community.
For the Open House, families of students not enrolled at SHA
are encouraged to come to the event to learn more about
the school.
Parent involvement include:
●
●
●
●
●

Room parent program
Parent volunteer opportunities
Parent participating as guest speakers
Homework support by parents
After School program support by parents

Use of Community Resources
C2.2. Indicator: The school uses community resources to support students such as professional
services, business partnerships, speakers, etc.
C2.2. Prompt: How effective is the school use of community resources to support students, such
as the use of professional services, business partnerships, and speakers?
Findings
South Hills Academy uses community resources to support
students effectively.
● Police and fire department presentation
● Mayor visit
● Supermarket visit
● Los Angeles Department of Water
● American Heart Association
● Los Angeles Maritime Museum Tall Ship
● Science Camp
● California Missions field trips
● Sacramento California Capitol field trip
● Eco-Hero (Caring for the Environment)
● Robotics classes

Supporting Evidence
● Fundraising events
involving the
community
● Field Trips
● Community Involvement
Activity
● After action reports for
events
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●
●
●
●
●

College Counselor Visits
Pastor Visits
Christian Rock Band
Family-owned businesses
Restaurant night fundraising

Parent/Community and Student Achievement
C2.3. Indicator: The school ensures that the parents and school community understand student
achievement of the academic standards/schoolwide learner outcomes through the
curricular/co‑ curricular program.
C2.3. Prompt: Determine the adequacy and effectiveness of the school’s strategies to ensure
that parents and school community understand student achievement of the academic
standards/schoolwide learner outcomes through the curricular/co-curricular program.
Findings
SHA parents and the school community understand student
achievement of academic standards as reflected in unit plans
and student grades. The unit plan covers the standards that
will be covered, approaches to learning, teaching strategies,
and learning experiences for the students. Students are
graded according to the standard(s) that are being assessed.
SHA’s grading system ALMA has a well-laid out format that
allows students and parents to easily view student
assignments and grades.

Supporting Evidence
●
●
●
●

SHA award guidelines
ACSI sponsored events
ALMA grading system
SHA unit plan sample

The newly revised award system that was implemented in
the 2019-2020 school year allows for SHA’s ESLOs to be
highlighted and awarded to students who meet the criteria
for each specific ESLO. Students are nominated for each
ESLO category and teachers’ input and vote determines the
awardee. A student who is nominated for all five ESLOs is
eligible for the Renaissance Award to be awarded at the end
of the school year. Other ACSI sponsored events such as the
Spelling Bee, Speech Meets, Math Olympics, Art Competition,
and Band festivals are other opportunities that students at
SHA are able to compete and achieve academic success.
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Summary for Category C: Support for Student Personal and
Academic Growth
SHA places a high regard for the personal and academic growth of students. There are various
support programs that are in place in order to help students in their academic growth such as
SSTs, co-curricular activities, and community support. The counselor, parents support, and
teacher support are also available to help students in personal, emotional, and academic needs.
The PTC has become a strong entity which enables parents to be strong contributors to student
learning and activities. They have come alongside the teachers and administration to create a
school environment that is family oriented and driven.
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Prioritized Areas of Strength for Category C: Support for
Student Personal and Academic Growth
1. SHA has adequate services that support the health, career, personal and academic
counseling available to all students.
2. The school has a solid system of initial intervention and referral for academic and
behavioral support.
3. There is a strong parental and community support of achievement goals and expected
schoolwide learning outcomes. Parents are active participants in the learning and
teaching of the students.
4. School leadership and staff create a strong link with curricular and co-curricular
activities to the academic standards and schoolwide learner outcomes.
5. SHA has rigorous standards exhibited through high student expectations that are
academically, intellectually and personally challenging. Teachers use a variety of
personalized approaches to learning and alternative instruction options.

Prioritized Areas of Growth for Category C: Organization for
Student Learning
1. Create an effective process for following up on SSTs with the student, parents, and
teachers.
2. Enhance and continuously develop approaches to learning and alternative instructional
options that allow for a rigorous standards-based curriculum.
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South Hills Academy
SELF-STUDY FINDINGS
Chapter 3D
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Category D:
Resource Management and Development
Category D: School Pandemic Response
When South Hills Academy closed its physical campus due to the pandemic on March 16, 2020,
all instruction was moved to full online learning. Teachers used Google classrooms and
students followed the exact same class schedule online as on campus. All classes, including PE,
Music, Art, and Spanish, were delivered online using Zoom or Google meets. Google classroom
training was provided to the parents. Chromebooks and laptops were loaned to families who
had multiple students. The frequency of parent meetings was increased to weekly to
accommodate questions regarding the online platform, scheduling, and instructional issues.
In a few weeks, learning pods were offered and optional groups were able to come in on
campus to receive math and language arts support.
SHA had a high turnover of teachers for the school year 2020-2021 with reasons ranging from
retirement, pursuit of education, maternity leave, and the school’s non-renewal of contracts.
During the teacher orientation before the start of the school year, the new teachers were
involved in the development of their subject curriculum and instructional materials. As
reflected in the parent survey, meetings and discussions, many families are pleased with the
changes and the rigor that they are seeing in various subjects.
Other school resource areas affected by the pandemic include:
● Increased human resources to accommodate smaller on campus classes for social
distancing
● Increased budget to accommodate HS online learning with APEX
● Increased payroll to accommodate the addition of evening time classes and dorm
supervision
● Relocated dorms to a more isolated location
● Increased facilities maintenance budget for sanitation and covid precautions
SHA is currently 100% open to campus learning with families having the option of attending
face to face classes or remaining online.
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D1. Resource Criterion
The resources available to the school are sufficient to sustain the school program and are
effectively used to carry out the school’s purpose and student achievement of the schoolwide
learner outcomes.
Allocation Decisions
D1.1. Indicator: There is a relationship between the decision about resource allocations, the
school’s vision, mission, and student achievement of the schoolwide learner outcomes and the
academic standards. The school leadership and staff are involved in resource allocation
decisions.
C1.1. Prompt: To what extent are resources allocated to meet the school’s vision, mission, and
student achievement of the critical learner needs, the schoolwide learner outcomes and the
academic standards? Additionally, comment on the extent to which leadership and staff are
involved in the resource allocation decisions. What impact has the process for the allocation of
resources made on student learning?
Findings
SHA resources allocations are directly related to the school’s
mission, vision, and student achievement of ELSOs and
academic standards. To accomplish this, the budget reflects
SHA’s priorities of spending on:

Supporting Evidence
● Admin agendas
● Activities budget
● Class schedule
● Teacher contract

●
●
●
●

Qualified administrators, faculty and staff
Educational resources (textbook, supplies)
Technology (hardware and software)
Adequate school facilities to serve its student
population
● Field trips and schoolwide activities (students and
staff)
● Professional development
● Teacher classroom fund
Allocation decisions are made by the school board based on
recommendations from department heads and head of
school. SHA regularly reviews the budget and adjustments
are made to meet student needs.
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Practices
D1.2. Indicator: The school develops an annual budget, has an annual audit, and at all times
conducts quality business and accounting practices, including protections against mishandling
of institutional funds.
D1.2. Prompt: Evaluate the school’s processes for developing an annual budget, conducting an
annual audit, and at all times conducting quality business and accounting practices, including
protections against mishandling of institutional funds.
Findings
South Hills Academy has clear and effective financial
processes.
The financial processes of SHA are clear and effective. The
school board, department heads and head of school
collaborate on developing the annual budget that meets the
needs of the school operation.

Supporting Evidence
● Annual budget
● Rental contracts
● Admin minutes
● CPA Report
● Purchase order forms
● Reimbursement forms

The board of directors monitors all accounting of funds.
Individual department heads track and maintain budget
accountability on a monthly basis. All expenditures follow a
two-step authentication process which involves the
department head and head of the school signature.

● Testimony with HOS and
Head of Finance
● Monthly budget

The school works with an external CPA to conduct external
audits.
Facilities
D1.3. Indicator: The school’s facilities are adequate, safe, functional and well-maintained and
support the school’s mission, desired learner goals, and educational program.
D1.3. Prompt: Evaluate the adequacy of the facilities in relation to the health and safety needs
of students and supporting the schools’ mission, desired learner goals and educational program.
Findings
South Hills Academy provides adequate facilities that are
safe, functional, and clean. Over the last six years, SHA has
made adjustments to its facilities to meet the needs of more
specialized programs including:
● Updated schoolwide fire sprinkler

Supporting Evidence
● Meeting with the
maintenance
department
● Emergency plan
● Evacuation route
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Classroom emergency disaster kits
Replacement of all fire doors and school locks
Elevator to meet American Disability Act standards
Replacement of asphalt to provide safe play areas
8 video cameras monitoring the school
Addition of STEM lab which doubles as a physics
learning environment
Addition of dance studio
Addition of a secondary science lab with fume hoods,
natural gas, and running water at each science station
Addition of elementary school library
Addition of elementary art classroom separate from
secondary school art
Up to date computer lab to accommodate MAP
testing, online learning, and digital art classes

blueprint
● Classroom schematic
● Facilities inspection
reports

Instructional Materials and Equipment
D1.4. Indicator: The policies and procedures for acquiring and maintaining adequate
instructional materials and equipment, such as textbooks, other printed materials, audio-visual,
support technology, manipulatives, and laboratory materials are effective.
D1.4. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the policies and procedures for acquiring and
maintaining adequate instructional materials and equipment, such as technology tools and
software, the support systems for technology, software, textbooks, other printed materials,
manipulatives, and laboratory materials for instruction including online.
Findings
SHA has not formalized procedures for acquiring and
maintaining instructional material. When teachers see a
need for instructional material that can improve student
learning, they approach the relevant school administrator to
discuss possible options. Relevant teachers and school
administrators review these options. If possible, new
material is piloted prior to final purchase.

Supporting Evidence
● SHA Work Plan

Teachers are primarily responsible for curriculum and
teaching materials with the support of the Book Room
Manager. Students check out books and material which is
tracked and inspected. Books and material are generally well
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cared for prior to being stored.
SHA has one IT manager who is responsible for all onsite
technology. All classrooms have either a smartboard or
projector. In elementary classrooms are provided with a cart
of tablets or Chromebooks to meet their technology needs.
SHA has 16 switches to provide wi-fi across the campus.
●
●
●
●
●

Computer lab with update date equipment
3D printers (computer lab and STEM lab)
Robotic kits (STEM and after school program)
Abeka for reading
MathsMate for math

Well-Qualified Staff
D1.5. Indicator: Resources are available to enable the hiring, nurturing, and ongoing
professional development of a well-qualified staff for all programs such as online instruction
and college/career.
D1.5. Prompt: Determine if the resources available enable the hiring, nurturing, and ongoing
professional development of a well-qualified staff for all programs, such as online instruction
and college/career.
Findings
South Hills Academy has adequate staff to meet the needs of
the students. Teachers are hired based on student
enrollment with the goal of having a teacher to student ratio
of 1:15. As the elementary population has grown, school
facilities were rearranged to provide additional classroom
space.

Supporting Evidence
● Annual budget
● Professional
development training

SHA and its staff continue to participate in a variety of
professional development.
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D2. Resource Planning Criterion
The governing authority and the school leadership execute responsible resource planning for
the future.
Long Range Resource Plan
D2.1. Indicator: The school has developed and implemented a long-range resource plan. The
school has a process for regular examination of this plan to ensure the continual availability of
appropriate resources that support the school’s vision, mission, and student learning of
schoolwide learner outcomes and academic standards.
D2.1. Prompt: Evaluate the process for regular examination of the long-range resource plan to
ensure the continual availability of appropriate resources that support the school’s vision,
mission and student learning.
Findings
Long-range and allocation planning are done as needed
throughout the year. But the process involves the creation of
an annual budget, a mid-year review, monthly budget
reports, and an annual external audit. Allocations are
handled by the board of directors under the advice of the
head of school who collaborates with department heads.
Long-range allocations revolve around maintaining SHA long
term financial stability while supporting the school’s mission,
purpose and student achievement of ESLOs. SHA prioritizes
spending on:

Supporting Evidence
● Annual budget
● Monthly budget
expenditure
● Admin meetings

● Qualified faculty and staff
● Educational resources
● School facilities
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● Curriculum, field trip and other student activities
● Staff development
Use of Research and Information
D2.2. Indicator: The school uses research and information to form the master resource plan.
D2.2. Prompt: To what extent do the school leadership and staff use research and information
to form the master resource plan?

Findings
The SHA administration, board and staff research current
needs, educational trends and best practices in education
and business to develop its master resource plan. (Annual
Work Plan.)

Supporting Evidence
● Annual work plan

Involvement of Stakeholders
D2.3. Indicator: Stakeholders are involved in future planning.
D2.3. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the involvement of stakeholders in the school’s
future planning.
Findings
All SHA community members have the opportunity to
participate in the future planning of the school. Parents
participate in PTC, principal’s coffee and community nights to
discuss strengths and areas of growth. These conversations
help with the decision making process. Teachers participate
in open discussion, electronic surveys and email threads to
discuss SHAs’ future goals. Students share their vision during
principal pizza and leadership meetings. The information is
discussed during school administration meetings and shares
with the board which also shares its vision in the form of
annual keywords.

Supporting Evidence
● Annual work plan
● Parent meetings

As a small tight-knit community, this informal process works
well for SHA, but a more formalized process may need to be
developed as the SHA community becomes more diverse.
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Informing
D2.4. Indicator: The governing authorities and school leaders are involved in informing the
public and appropriate governmental authorities about the financial needs of the organization.
D2.4. Prompt: Comment on the evidence that the governing authority and school leaders are
involved in informing the public and appropriate governmental authorities about the financial
needs of the organization.

Findings
As an independent private school, SHA is a tuition-driven
school that receives no government support and therefore
relies on student enrollment and its investors to meet its
financial needs.

Supporting Evidence
● Annual budget

Marketing Strategies
D2.5. Indicator: The school has marketing strategies to support the implementation of the
developmental program.
D2.5. Prompt: How effective are the marketing strategies to support the implementation of the
developmental program?
Findings
SHA uses a variety of strategies to promote the school
including but not limited to:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

School website
Promotional flyers and posters
School newsletter
School fairs
International recruitment agencies
Friendship schools
Social media (Facebook, Instagram)
Local partnerships

Supporting Evidence
● SHA website
● School newsletters
● Yearbook
● Social media
● List of friendship schools
● Admin meeting notes

SHA provides free after school enrichment programs to
improve student learning outcomes and promote the school
to potential students and families.
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Summary for Category D: Resource Management and
Development
SHA has adequate resources that enables it to provide the school programs and student
achievement of expected schoolwide learner outcomes:
●
●
●
●
●

The facilities are functional, well-maintained and safe
Allocation of curriculum and instructional materials are appropriate
Technology and software for instruction and student use are adequate
Teaching staff are well-qualified
Counselor is available for student academic, emotional, and college/career guidance

Allocations are handled by the board of directors under the advice of the head of school who
collaborates with department heads. Long-range allocations revolve around maintaining SHA
long term financial stability while supporting the school’s mission, purpose and student
achievement of ESLOs.
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Prioritized Areas of Strength for Category D: Resource
Management and Development
SHA’s areas of strength for resource management and development are:
● Well-qualified staff
● Adequate facilities to support programs
● Appropriate curriculum and instructional material

Prioritized Areas of Growth for Category D: Resource
Management and Development
1. Create an effective process for following up on marketing and recruitment to grow
student population and develop better programs
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2. Develop and implement a plan to increase teacher retention
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South Hills Academy
SUMMARY OF MAJOR
LEARNER NEEDS
Chapter 4
Summary of Identified Major Student Learner Needs
The long-standing reputation of South Hills Academy as a rigorous academic school has drawn
many families to the school. With the changes in ownership and leadership, there have been
shifts in learning and instruction. SHA still continues to hold a high academic standing as
proven in assessments compared nationwide, student entrance tests to high school, and
college acceptances. This self-study has identified student learner needs that would direct the
school to even higher levels of achievement:
● Continue the development of the ELL curriculum and English support for international
students (aligned with growth area Category C2)
● Improve the assessment of students so that students are assessed at the defined
performance levels and are assessed regularly and given feedback as they grow toward
mastery of the academic standards and schoolwide learning outcomes that are reliable
and accurate. (MAP Testing)(aligned with growth area Category B1)
● Horizontal alignment that is cross-curricular and integrates project based learning
(aligned with growth area Category C2)
● Workshops regarding standards-based grading to teachers, students and parents
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(aligned with growth area Category A2/B2)
● Feedback in the form of grades are regularly updated to enable students to know their
standing in the class and regular daily feedback with student work is returned with
comments and suggestions (aligned with growth area Category B1)
● ESLOs regularly incorporated to daily lessons (aligned with growth area Category A1)
● Follow up for SSTs that ensures student needs are being met and accommodations
and/or recommendations are effective in achieving goals (aligned with growth area
Category C1)
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South Hills Academy
SCHOOLWIDE ACTION PLAN
Chapter 5
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Schoolwide Action Plan
Category A: Organization for Student Learning
Goal 1

Develop and implement a clear, coherent and effective strategy to better
educate all SHA community members the value of our mission and vision.
SHA’s vision and mission is the guide that defines the beliefs and philosophy of the
school. It is vital that all community members demonstrate a knowledge,
understanding, and a commitment to carrying out the mission and vision of SHA.

Rationale

Task

Responsible
Person(s)
Involved

Professional
Development
Resources

Means to Assess
Improvement

Dedicate a
monthly
discussion of
the mission
and vision of
SHA during
faculty
meeting

Administration

Resources on
strategies to promote
the mission and
vision of a school

Faculty feedback

Increase PTC
participation
in marketing
the
importance of
mission and
vision of
SHA

PTC

Item added to the
monthly meeting
agenda

Monthly meetings

Train teachers
to use direct
instruction of
mission and
vision and

Teacher faculty
Administration

ongoing

Reporting

Faculty meeting
minutes

Monthly meetings
Reporting of
minutes on Google
shared drive

Parent feedback

PTC to identify
ways to better
educate community
members of the
value of mission and
vision

Research effective
strategies to directly
instruct students
about the mission
and vision of SHA

Timeline

Observation of
teachers in the
classroom

Monthly
starting in
August of
the school
year 20202021 until
May 2021

PTC meeting
minutes

ongoing

Parent, student and
teacher surveys

Reporting of
minutes in school
Google shared
drive

Faculty meetings
Peer observation
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incorporation
in daily
lessons

During faculty
meetings, positively
discuss examples of
teachers practicing
the discussion of the
mission and vision
to students in a
regular basis

Goal 2

Rationale

Develop and implement a long term professional development plan which
includes schoolwide goals and program effectiveness evaluation system.
Professional development is a powerful tool that schools use to continue growth in
accomplishing their school wide goals. A professional development plan that
targets the school academic and schoolwide learner outcomes is essential; its impact
on the instruction and learning of students should be evaluated for effectiveness.

Task

Responsible
Person(s)
Involved

Professional
Development
Resources

Based on data
gathered of
student target
needs,
develop a
year long
professional
development
plan

Administration

Resources on
professional
development
courses, workshops,
training

Teacher
attending PD
presents and
shares
training with
SHA faculty

Faculty

Teacher
implement

Faculty

Faculty

Means to Assess
Improvement

Calendar
spreadsheet of
professional
development
workshops

Timeline

ongoing

Reporting

Include
information to the
list of professional
development
classes
PD Calendar in
school Google
shared drive

Training workshop
and materials

Faculty feedback

ongoing

Training recorded
and stored in
school PD shared
drive

ongoing

Data stored with
PD training in

Implementation in
classrooms

PD training and
materials

Observation of
teachers in the
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and evaluate
its
effectiveness

Administration

classroom

school Google
shared drive

Share results in
faculty meetings

Faculty meetings

Category B: Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment
Develop an effective system to monitor all students’ progress toward meeting
the academic standards and schoolwide learner outcomes.

Goal 3

Obtaining accurate and reliable data to assess mastery of academic and learning
goals is needed to properly measure the students’ progress.

Rationale

Task

Implement
NWEA Map
testing PD

Responsible
Person(s)
Involved
Principal
Faculty

Professional
Development
Resources

Means to Assess
Improvement

NWEA MAP
professional
development
workshop

MAP testing will
be administered

Timeline

Reporting

2020-2021
school year

MAP workshop
schedules
Attendance sheet

IT
Schedule test
dates

Administration

Computer lab

Creation of test
schedule and
student roster

January
2021 to June
2021

Test taking
calendar

Review MAP
data, evaluate
and
implement
changes

Administration

NWEA RIT scores

February
2021

RIT report

Faculty

Admin and faculty
with nwea support

Teachers
demonstrate
knowledge of RIT
score

Updated teacher
lesson plan

Use report to
differentiate day to
day instruction
MAP parent
workshop

Administration
Parents

NWEA MAP family
resources toolkit

Parent feedback

February
2021

MAP Parent
Workshop
Attendance list
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Goal 4

Rationale

Task

Create a PD
committee

Develop and implement a clear, coherent, and effective staff development
program that addresses the needs of students, teachers, and the school.
SHA places students at the center of all school life. Developing and implementing a
clear, coherent and effective staff development program is instrumental in the
growth of students, teachers, and the school needs.

Responsible
Person(s)
Involved

Professional
Development
Resources

PD Committee

Research what an
effective program
would look like

Creation of PD
calendar for the
following year

Scheduled meeting
times

Observation of pD
being implemented
in schoolwide
environment

WASC report

Means to Assess
Improvement

Timeline

Reporting

March 2021

Monthly report to
faculty during
meeting

Ongoing

Inventory control
by admin

MAP data
Development
of a
professional
library

Administration

Books, magazines,
access to videos
online

Shelf available for
professional
development in the
front office by
teacher boxes

Category C: Organization for Student Learning
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Goal 5

Rationale

Task

Create an effective process for following up on SSTs with students, parents and
teachers. .
In order to effectively provide an individualized assessment of students, SSTs were
created to examine a student’s academic, behavioral, and emotional progress. It is
necessary that this process is effective to properly serve the students’ needs which
help them develop into successful learners.

Responsible
Person(s)
Involved

Professional
Development
Resources

Means to Assess
Improvement

Timeline

Reporting

Create an
electronic
SST tracking
sheet

Counselor

Google sheets

Creation of tracking
sheet

2020-2021
school year

Google sheets with
SST information

Create SST
calendar for
regular follow
up

Counselor

Google calendar

New calendar

2020-21
school year

Creation of
calendar with SST
follow up dates

Goal 6

Rationale

Enhance and continuously develop approaches to learning and alternative
instructional options that allow for a rigorous standards based curriculum.
With the ever changing landscape of learning and education, it is important that
SHA continues to maintain its high academic reputation by providing a rigorous
standards based curriculum.
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Task

Increase PBL
at SHA

Responsible
Person(s)
Involved

Professional
Development
Resources

Faculty

Workshops on PBL

Administration

Literature on PBL

Increase cross
curricular
planning

Administration

Standard
based
curriculum

Means to Assess
Improvement

Timeline

Reporting

Monitor unit plans

ongoing

Observation of
PBL in action

Workshop

Unit plans

ongoing

Unit plans

Faculty

Common planning
period for teachers

Observation of
cross curricular
instruction

Administration

SBG workshop on
developing units
based on standards

Gradebook review
to determine the
standards that have
been covered

Faculty

Class observations

ongoing

Unit plan
Gradebook

Unit plans

Category D: Resource Management and Development
Goal 7

Rationale

Task

Develop a
database of
prospective
parents based
on phone
calls, school
tours or

Create an effective process for following up on marketing and recruitment to
grow student population and develop better programs.
Growing the student population remains a goal for SHA. The increase in enrollment
of students will provide an opportunity to develop better programs at SHA that will
better serve our school community.

Responsible
Person(s)
Involved
Marketing
Activities
Committee
(MAC)

Professional
Development
Resources
Compilation of
prospective parents
contact information

Means to Assess
Improvement

Creation of
database

Timeline

March 2021

Reporting

Data base in
school Google
shared drive
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emails
Create form
for
prospective
families to fill
out

MAC

A friendly and easy
to use form

Creation of form to
be placed in front
office

March 2021

Form added to
shared Google
drive

Continue to
use social
media

MAC

Facebook
Instagram
Enrollhand
PipeDrive
SHA website

Number of
followers

ongoing

Monthly status
report

Professional
marketing

Comments
Engagement

Goal 8

Rationale

Task

Develop and implement a plan to increase teacher retention.
SHA continues to find ways to increase teacher retention. Having a stability of
teachers at the school has a direct impact on student-teacher relationships and
positive learning experiences.

Responsible
Person(s)
Involved

Professional
Development
Resources

Means to Assess
Improvement

Timeline

Reporting

Survey
teachers on
positive and
negative
reason about
SHA

Administration

Research various
teacher survey
formats

Data gathered from
survey data

Annually in
June

Survey reports

Research
retention
incentives

Administration

Research retention
incentives

Amount of teacher
returning

March 2021

Research results

Faculty
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Appendices

Appendix A - Expected Schoolwide Learner Outcomes
Expected Schoolwide Learner Outcomes
Christ-Centered
SHA students will strive to exhibit character that is consistent with the teachings of Christ.
Effective Communicators
SHA students will be able to read, write, listen and speak effectively in a variety of situations.
Socially Engaged
SHA students will learn to respect the rights and values of others, understand and appreciate
diversity, build positive relationships, and assume responsibility for making beneficial
contributions to their community.
Critical Thinkers
SHA students will successfully navigate new information, make informed decisions, solve
problems, resolve conflicts, and continue to discover the truth.
Global Citizens
SHA students will help take care of our world, promote peace, mutual respect and
understand that the world is made up of different cultures.
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Appendix B - Elementary 2019-2020 School Schedule

ELEMENTARY

M ,T, W, F

Homeroom

8:00 -8:10

8:10 - 8:55

Kinder

Bible B

9:00 - 9:45
Recess

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

Bible A / Span B
Bible A

Bible B

Span B

Span B

Bible A

Bible A

Music A / Art B

PE B

PE B

Span A

Art A /Music B

Art A /Music B

9:45- 10:00
10:00 -10:45

Art A / Music B

10:50 - 11:35
LUNCH

1st

Music A / Art B
Art A /Music B

11:40 - 12:25
12:30 -1:15

Span A / PE B

1:20 - 2:05

PE A
Span A / PE B

PE A

2:10 - 2:45
(3:00)

ELEMENTARY

THURSDAY

Homeroom

8:00 -8:10

Chapel

8:10 - 8:55
9:00 - 9:45

Recess

Kinder

PE B

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

PE A

9:45- 10:00
10:00 -10:45

Art A / Music B

10:50 - 11:35
LUNCH

1st

PE B

Music A / Art B

PE A

Span B**

Span B**

Art A / Music B

Span B

Music A /Art B

PE B

PE B

Span A

Art A / Music B

Art A / Music B

11:40 - 12:25

12:30 - 1:15
1:20 - 2:00

Span A*
Span A

*with
Kummerman
** Will start at
10:15
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THURSDAY SCHEDULE
SPANISH

8:00 - 9:00

PE (TIIMAN)

LAMB

KUMMERMAN

A

A

AP SPANISH

A

B

9:00 -9:45

2nd PE

KINDER PE

10: 00 - 10:45

3rd PE

1st PE

10:50 - 11:35
11:05 - 12:05

6th SPAN

6th SPAN

12:30 - 1:15

3rd SPAN

Kinder SPAN

1:30 - 2:00

1st SPAN

B) 4th 5th PE

12:30 - 1:15
1:55 - 2:15

A) MS PE

B) MS PE

ART (GUERRERO)
B

B

9:15 - 10:15

8th SPAN

8th SPAN

10:15 - 10:45

4th / 5th SPAN

10:50 - 11:35

2nd SPAN

12:50 - 1:50

7th SPAN

A

B

8:00 - 9:00

A) MS Art

B) MS Art

10: 00 - 10:45

A) Kinder Art

B) 2nd ART

10:50 - 11:35

A) 1st Art

B) 3rd Art

12:30 - 1:15

A) 4th 5th Art

1:15 - 2:15

A) HS ART

7th SPAN

MUSIC/CHOIR (JIA)
A

B

8:00 - 9:00

MS Choir

MS Choir

10:00-10-45

2nd Music

Kinder Music

10:50 - 11:35

3rd Music

1st Music

B) HS Art
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12:30 - 1:15
1:15 - 2:15

4th 5th Music
HS Choir

HS Choir

Appendix C - Middle School 2019-2020 School Schedule
MIDDLE SCHOOL
Semester 2 Spring 2020
First Period*
8:00 - 9:15

ART

DRAMA

BAND

CHOIR

GUERRERO

POLLARD

KWON

JIA

104

207/209

116

118

6th Grade
A

7th Grade
B

A

9:15 to 9:45

8th Grade
B

A

B

A

B

MS ELD 6

MS ELS 8

Morning Break
Science 8

Second Period

ELD

Spanish**

English 6

Math 6

History 7

Bible 7

REYES

POLLARD

ROWLEY

LOWE

SIMS

LAMB/ KUM

SMITH

SMITH

211

207

209

109

205

105/106

200

200

Third Period

Spanish**

Science 6

Math 7

English 7

Bible 8

History 8

MS ELS 6

MS ELD 7

11:05 - 12:20

LAMB/ KUM

SIMS

POLLARD

REYES

LOWE

ROWLEY

SMITH

SMITH

205

207

211

109

209

200

200

9:45 - 11:00

105/106
12:20 1:05

Lunch

Fourth Period

History 6

Bible 6

Science 7

Spanish**

English 8

Math 8

MS ELD 8

MS ELS 7

1:05 - 2:20

ROWLEY

LOWE

SIMS

LAMB/ KUM

REYES

POLLARD

SMITH

SMITH

209

109

205

105/106

211

207

200

200

Fifth Period***

Physical Education

Dance
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2:25 - 3:15

TIIMAN 121

3:30 -5:00

RODRIGUEZ 121
After School

* 1st period is mixed
grade levels, students
will alternate 2 electives,
one on A day, the other
on B day
** Spanish is divided
into 2 classes,
Beginning Spanish is
with Sra. Lamb, Int/Adv
Spanish with Sra.
Kummerman
*** Fifth Period is every
day, students will go to
PE or Dance in mixed
grade levels

Appendix D - High School 2019-2020 School Schedule
High School
Semester 2 Spring 2020

HS BLOCK 1
8:00: - 9:30

THEATRE
POLLARD/
ROWLEY
207/209

AP

AP CALC AB/ AP PHYSICS PSYCHOLOG SPANISH AP
(B DAY)
CHEMISTRY
BC (A DAY)
Y (A and B
(A Day)
JENNINGS
JENNINGS
SIMS 205
DAY) JONES
LAMB 105
206
206

9:30 - 9:45

ELD 3 / ENG
HS BLOCK 2
ENGLISH 3
1 CARDENAS
9:45 - 11:15
FALTO 210
204

202

Morning Break

MATH 2
JENNINGS
206

AP BIOLOGY
(B DAY)
JONES 201

WORLD
BUSINESS
HISTORY LAW RYDER
ONATE 208
202
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11:15 - 12:00

HS BLOCK 3
12:00 - 1:30

LUNCH

ELD
CARDENAS
204

1:30 - 1:45

ENGLISH 2
FALTO 210

MATH 3
JENNINGS
206

AP Comp Sci
Laher 118

ANTHRO
ONATE 208

MultiMedia:
Video
Production*
200

DANCE
Rodriguez
121

CHOIR JIA
121

Afternoon Break

ART (Art in
AP Studio
HS BLOCK 4 Animation)
Art 2-D
BAND KWON
1:45 - 3:15 GUERRERO GUERRERO
116
104
104

3:30 - 5:00

ENV.
SCIENCE
JONES 202

After School
*Offered 1st
period Room
200

Appendix E - Standards Based Grading
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South Hills Academy
Standards Based Grading
Description

Range

Exceeds

In addition to exhibiting proficient-level performance,
students demonstrate in-depth
inferences and applications of material with no guidance.

4.495- 5.0+

Proficient

Students demonstrate no major errors or omissions
regarding any of the concepts and skills (basic and more
complex) within the course standards.

2.995 -4.494

Satisfactory

Students demonstrate no major errors or omissions
regarding the more basic concepts and skills; however,
they may demonstrate major errors or omissions
regarding the more complex concepts and skills.

1.895 - 2.994

Emerging

With scaffolding, students demonstrate a partial
knowledge of some of the basic and complex concepts
and skills.

.995 - 1.894

Failed

Student did not do the assignment. Grade received is "0."

0.0 - .994

Appendix F - SHA Equivalent Credits Form
South Hills Academy Academic Policy
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South Hills Academy Equivalent Credits Form
Students whose country of origin is not the U.S. can transfer certain credits to SHA. The credits must have been taken
during high school years. Core subjects such as English and History must be taken at SHA. All other subjects will be
considered for credit transfer as long as courses meet minimum number of course hours. 1 ELD course may be used as
an elective credit. Note: Each semester course taken at SHA is worth 10 credits.

Name:

Date:
Credits
Earned or
Equivalents
granted

Number of
Required
Credits

High School
Subject Area

30

A. History
(Social
Studies)

US History
G10
World History
G11
Government and Economics
G12

B.

English

C.

Mathematics

English 9
English 10
English 11
English 12
Algebra 1
Geometry
Algebra 2
Chemistry,
Physics,
Biology
Mandarin or Spanish

40

30
D. Science
30
E.
30

Foreign
Language

F.

Visual &
Performing
Arts
G. Elective

10
70
20

California High School
Requirement

Courses Required

Music, Art

G9
G10
G11
G12
G8/9
G9-11
G10-12
G9-11
G9-11
G9-11
G9 -11

Note

Grade

Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required

G9-11

Integrated Science, Food and Nutrition,
and AP
Physical Education
G9 -11

200 - 280
Academic Head:

Principal:

Appendix G - Blank SST Form
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Appendix H - 2019-2020 After School Classes
Appendix I - Annual and Monthly Budget
Please request a meeting with one of the head of schools regarding the school’s budgetary
information.

Appendix J - Glossary of terms unique to the school
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

AP
ASA
ELL
ESLO
MAC
NGSS
PAC
PD
PEW
PLC
PSC
PTC
PTC
SHA
SMART

Advanced Placement
After School Activity
English Language Learners
Expected School Learning Outcomes
Marketing Activities Coordinator
Next Generation Science Standards
Principal Advisory Committee
Professional Development
Parent Education Workshops
Professional Learning Community
Parent Support Committee
Parent Teacher Conference
Parent Teacher Committee
South Hills Academy
Specific , Measurable, Achievable, Reliable,
Timebound
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